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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
"Sport is primarily a cultural product and must be
understood as such, even though its incidence and formal
development rest on considerations of a biological and
psychological nature" (7,90).

To gain an understanding of

sport it is necessary to know something of the culture in
which sports are played.

This statement may be reversed in

that a complete picture of a culture cannot be obtained
without some consideration of the sports that are a part
of the culture.

Perhaps culture plays the greatest role in

determining sports played by the people within a specific
culture's dictates.

Simply to know that a people plays

certain sports and not others is a superficial detail unless
the cultural background is taken into consideration.

A com-

bination of a view of the culture and a study of sports
should not only provide information but should also provide
some explanation of why certain sports are played by the
people of the culture.

Purpose of the study
What has taken place through the years that brought
organized team sports for women to the present popular position in Lae, New Guinea cannot be known until historical
1
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happenings that led to the situation are compiled.

A docu-

mentation of women's team sports in Lae may provide general
information for a greater understanding of the connection
between sport and culture as well as specific information
relating to women's sports and culture in Lae.
This study will add another facet to the history of
sports for women.

Without such a record it is probable

that this information would be irretrievably lost.

It is

already evident that much of the data has not been preserved, even though women's team sports have only been
played in Lae for slightly more than a decade.

The Problem
The researcher attempted to gather available information concerning competitive team sports for women in Lae,
to identify the patterns which the data revealed and to
discuss the implications in relationship to the culture.

Scope

of the study.

search on team sports.

This study included only re-

Individual and dual sports were

excluded because they were not generally well organized or
played competitively.

Information about women's sports was

the prime concern rather than including men's sports as well
because the writer was intrigued by the number of women involved in sports.

The geographic area was limited to the

city of Lae because of the researcher's familiarity with
the locale and because of the availability of information.
Since the city draws women sports participants from outside
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the city limits as well as within the city the study encompassed all those players who competed in Lae sports competitions.

Those women who participated on teams in sport as-

sociations in Lae and the schools in and near Lae provided
the focus of the paper.

Researcher's Experience in the Territory of New Guinea
The writer's interest in competitive sports history
came from experiences of living more than five years in the
Territory of New Guinea as a teacher for the Evangelical
Lutheran Church of New Guinea and Lutheran Mission New
Guinea.

English speaking teachers were badly needed be-

cause the government of Papua-New Guinea had decided that
the medium of instruction should be English and very few
New Guineans could speak English at that time.
Upon arrival in New Guinea in 1961 the writer was
assigned to the Omkolai school in the Chimbu District of
the Highlands, whose people had contact with white people
for less than twenty years and lived in much the same way
as before the white man came.

In 1962 the researcher was

stationed at an upper elementary-junior high boarding
school for boys in the Goroka Valley of the Eastern Highlands.

Here observations were made of a somewhat more

sophisticated and slightly more Europeanized indigenous
people.
After three years, a return was made in 1966, to
the Territory where time was spent at schools in the Mount
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Hagen area of the Western Highlands District.

There it was

possible to learn something of the Metlpa and Jimi people.
A short time was spent teaching in a boy's high school at
Finschhafen, on the coast, which provided an opportunity to
become acquainted with that important World War II site and
the Kate people.
For three years from 1967 through 1969 the writer
was a lecturer at Balob Teachers College in Lae and was involved in competitive sports in the town as sports director,
coach, player and member of sport associations.

During

that period contact with the indigenous people was mainly
confined to the small faction of the population who were
pursuing higher education.

Since the town of Lae and the

college included people from every part of the Territory
and parts of Papua, it was possible to gain some knowledge
of many of the peoples who inhabit the Territory and Papua,
School vacations provided opportunities for travel throughout the Territory as well as first hand observation and
interviews with people familiar with the different geographic areas and peoples of the Territory.
Women of Papua-New Guinea appear to possess a high
level of innate physical skill that the researcher found
generally lacking in contacts with many American women in
sports.

New Guinean women also seemed to show a greater

enthusiasm for participation in team sports than is usually
found in the United States,

The questions these two obser-

vations posed were the origin of the writer's interest in

5
pursuing a study of this nature.
Definition of

Terms

Sport Associations as used in this study refers to
an organization which has an elected organizing committee
for a particular sport which arranges competition in the
community.

Membership is open to all interested partici-

pants.

Territory of New Guinea.

References made in this

study to the Territory of New Guinea includes the northeastern part of the island and such islands as Manus, New
Britain, New Ireland, Buka, Bougainville and many smaller
islands within the boundaries of the Territory.

The Ter-

ritory of New Guinea is also referred to as "New Guinea"
and the "Territory".
European is used in this study to refer to any
white skinned expatriate in the Territory of New Guinea,
regardless of nationality.

New

Guinean refers to dark skinned indigenes of the

Territory of New Guinea.
Procedure
The writer proceeded from the premise that sports
must be considered in relation to the culture in which they
existed.

This made it necessary first to investigate the

background of the indigenous and European cultures of New
Guinea in the literature.

The majority of the information

on cultural background was obtained by the researcher from
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the Balob Teachers College library and innumerable other
sources while in New Guinea and before a study such as this
had been considered.

Nearly all of the references for this

study are from the writer's personal library.

Background

information for the study came from related literature and
observations of the researcher over a period of years in
New Guinea.

Additional information on the history of Lae

was obtained by letter from Dr. J. Kuder, Bishop of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church of New Guinea, and Mrs. Helbig,
both long time residents of the Lae area.

Other data on

Lae came from Mr. Seale, Morobe District Commissioner and
from articles in the New Guinea Post Courier and the~
Guinea Times courier.
Secondly, a plan was devised to elicit information
about women's team sports in Lae.

Central Washington State

College, University of Washington, and the University of
British Columbia libraries were contacted for reference
materials, especially concerning sports in Lae.

Since none

of the libraries had newspapers from New Guinea the researcher requested information on team sports from the
English schools and sport associations in Lae.

A form

letter requesting data on women's sports was sent to Busu
High School, Bumayong High School, Lae High School, Balob
Teachers College and Lae Technical College (see Appendix).
Replies were received from all schools except Lae Technical
College.

In addition a second type of form letter was sent

to Lae sport associations for basketball, hockey, netball
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and softball (See Appendix).

All the associations or

representatives of the associations replied.

Overview of the Study
Chapter II deals with a description of aspects of
New Guinean culture.

No attempt was made to present a

detailed study of one particular group of people within the
Territory; rather a general view of some of the common
cultural characteristics was presented.
In Chapter III a brief history of the Territory
outlines the significant events since the advent of white
men to the island.

German administration of the island is

dealt with followed by a somewhat more detailed account of
Australian administration since World War I.
A description of the town of Lae is presented in
Chapter IV.

The town's strategic position and importance

in Territory transportation and economy, the composite of
its population, social problems and sporting facilities
compose the chapter.
Chapter V reports the history of women's sport
associations in basketball, netball, softball and field
hockey in Lae.

The origin and development of these as-

sociations is included.
Information on schools that have competitive teams
in women's sports in Lae makes up Chapter VI.

This in-

cludes a description of the type of school and student body
as well as situations surrounding participation of women
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students in sports.
A discussion of the data comprises Chapter VII.

The

discussion includes identification of patterns that have
developed in sports and cultural influences.
is a summary of the study.

Chapter VIII

CHAPTER II
~~JOR ASPECTS OF CULTURE OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW GUINEA
This chapter does not deal with any specific clan
in the Territory of New Guinea but provides a general view
of the major aspects of indigenous culture throughout the
Territory to give a background for understanding the context of life in New Guinea.

This general presentation of

culture is discussed under three major headings•

physical

environment, social patterns and religion.
THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The island of New Guinea lies wholly within the
tropics which means that the climate consists of two seasons, commonly called the wet season and the dry season.
A massive mountain range runs through the center of the
island from one end to the other.

The people live at ele-

vations varying from sea level to 8,000 feet.

In this

range of elevation the vegetation changes from typically
tropical to more alpine in nature and the climate varies
from consistently hot and humid to where it occasionally
freezes.
Indigenous people of New Guinea have been divided
into small independent groups for centuries.
9

Integration

10

of the many groups was hampered by the abundance of rugged
mountains, rivers, dense tropical vegetation and hundreds
of different languages (4123).
The culture of the Territory of New Guinea is
mainly Melanesian but there are as many ways of practicing
the culture as there are different peoples.

Some people

of the Territory have had long and concentrated contact with
Western Culture and have changed greatly.

Other people of

the country have had little contact with influences outside
the original culture and so live in much the same manner as
in the past.
SOCIAL PATTERNS

"Won-tokism"
"Won-tokism" may be defined as a strong sense of
belonging to a community.
which one is born.
social unit (11).

The community is the clan into

A clan is an economic, political and
Individual members sustain a strong

feeling of patriotism for the clan or "won-toks".
Land is owned by the clan and the leaders decide
the location of individual member's gardens within the
limits of clan land.

Families care for assigned garden

plots but generous sharing of produce within the clan is
taken for granted.
Individualistic behavior is a threat to that individual's status as a clan member.

Decisions for action con-

cerning such things as ceremonies, marriages, wars, pay-
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ments, as well as when and where to plant gardens are
made by the clan leaders in group discussions.

The indi-

vidual is forced by this system to develop friendly relations with members of his own clan and hostile relations
with members of other clans (56125).

If a member of one

clan is wronged by a member of another clan the result is
a dispute between clans.

Within a clan disagreements that

threaten the unity of the clan are not allowed to exist.
Tribal wars and raids were common before Australian
authority penetrated into the island.

In the villages of

successful warriors, bones of human victims were common
trophies (71130).

A mission expedition into the Markham

Valley, near Lae in the early 1900's, found that twenty
Markham villages had been totally destroyed by Kukukukus
from the mountains.

One of the first trips by white men

into the Highlands found the Goroka Valley in ruins (4160).
Gardens had been destroyed, houses burned and many people
wounded in a recent battle.
Tribal wars were usually started because a man from
one clan died and another clan was suspected of or was
known to have caused the death.

Less common causes of war

were wife or pig stealing, but these difficulties could
usually be settled by discussion and payment of goods (lla
25).

Tribal wars are no longer allowed but the strong

feeling of clan patriotism and animosity to others is still
present and occasionally erupts.
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Clan membership was and is a forceful and unescapable part of life.
policy {56).

It is important as a type of insurance

A member in good standing has the moral,

physical and economic support of his clan.

To reject or be

rejected by the clan is to experience a frightening loneliness and shaken identity with little in the way of reward
except possibly a higher standard of living for the few who
are trained for and hold jobs.

"Won-tokism" is an attitude

of mind and a way of life.

Work Habits
Since New Guinean culture places great value on
land, pigs, number and size of gardens, possession of shells,
wives and children, in the more primitive areas it is a very
important matter to see that these items are properly cared
for {12142).

Poor results in pig husbandry classifies a

woman as a poor wife.

A man may become a leader by being

a good .,fight leader", gardener, hunter, dancer, by being
healthy, having wives and children, and by showing better
than average intelligence in clan discussions (2),
Indigenous economy is based on subsistence agriculture (ll•J9).
location,

Staple foods vary according to climate and

Taro, yams, sago, bananas, and sweet potatoes

comprise the main staples.

Crops grow the year around and

gardens are shifted to new plots whenever the soil in the
old ones becomes leached of its ability to produce good
crops.

As already stated, clan leaders decide when and
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where to plant new gardens.

When the decision has been made,

the men work together cutting down trees and clearing the
ground.

Men also build fences around the gardens to protect

them from the pigs.

It is the women's work to plant most of

the crops, to tend and harvest the crops (11145) even though
men plant the more important crops such as bananas, sugar
cane and yams.

Women are responsible for the care of young

children, pigs and cooking except during the feasts when the
men take over the cooking duties.

Carrying the heavy loads

of garden produce from gardens to villages or elsewhere is
the work of women.
An ordinary day in the village starts when the sun
begins to shine.

Usually women go to the gardens at some

time during the morning.

After weeding and gathering enough

food and firewood for the day, the women try to return to
the village before the afternoon rains begin.
only meal of the day is then prepared.

The main or

Care for children

after they are weaned, at approximately three years of age,
is somewhat incidental.

Children learn to shift for them-

selves at an early age.
Young people are seldom allowed to make decisions as
to the type of work for which to train.

The clan leadership

discusses the matter, decides what occupation would be most
profitable for the clan and then tells the young people what
to become.

To disagree is to be rejected and clan support

is forfeited.

When young people finish training and are

employed, sharing of earnings with "won-toks" is expected.

14

Ontoienetic Development
Many New Guinean languages do not have words for home
or family.

Traditionally the men and boys, from approxi-

mately seven years old, inhabit houses separate from the
women, young children and girls (11134}.

The women, un-

married girls, children and pigs live in houses in the gardens or in small houses clustered around the men's houses.
Women or girls are never allowed to stay in the men's
houses and only go to them when delivering food or collecting dirty dishes.
Initiation from childhood to adulthood is an important step.

During the first menstrual period girls hiber-

nate in a house and only go out at night.

A grandmother

or aunt is given the responsibility of taking care of the
girl.

Afterward the members of the clan most closely re-

lated to the girl hold a feast in her honor (11•35).
Initiation of boys is one of the great celebrations
in the clan.

When leaders have decided the time is right

and the clan can afford an initiation, preparations begin.
Extra gardens are planted to provide for the feast.

Boys

are secluded either in the men's house or in a house in
the bush.

There the boys are fed and taught the secrets

by older men.

Myths, traditions, songs and dances are

learned as well as how to use the sacred flutes and/or
bullroarers (17•34).

A bullroarer is a thin piece of wood

attached to a string several feet long which makes a roaring sound when it is swung rapidly around at the end of the
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string.
In the past women were not allowed to see the sacred
flutes or bullroarers.

Flutes and bullroarers were only

used out of sight of the women and children.

In one area

when the men whirled the bullroarers women were told that
the sound was made by a bird or that it was ancestors who
wanted food.

Then the women would prepare the food and the

men took it away from the village and had a feast (66).

If

a woman discovered the truth about these instruments she was
killed,

Women feared these secrets or the consequences of

knowing about them (64).
The writer was present at a gathering in the Highlands when the flutes were played before a mixed crowd.
The secret of the flutes had been exposed to the women some
years before but the old men were very angry with the young
men for playing them in front of the women.

A fight was

diverted after two days of discussion but the old fathers
were still not happy with the actions of the younger, more
Europeanized generation.
In some areas it was the custom, as part of the
initiation ceremony, to force reeds in and out of either
the nose or throat until the boy bled (llaJ4).

This was to

rid him of maternal spirit material so that the boy belonged
only to his father's people.

It was also to rid the youth

of any womanly characteristics or weaknesses (11134).
Usually girls were separated from boys of the same
age but there were times when interaction socially was
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acceptable.

The Yabim people along the coast north of Lae

still allow young people to engage in singing games such as
"doadoas".

"Doadoas" are stories about village life or

animals and often show a bit of humor.

11

Doadoas" are acted

out while the group sings, claps, dances or perform all
these at once.

In the Chimbu, in the Highlands, the young

people call their dating "carry-leg".

A house in the vil-

lage is turned over to the young people and two old ladies
chaperone but fall asleep quickly to allow the young people
to enjoy unrestrained social interaction.
When and with whom a clan member marries is decided
by clan leaders and relatives of the couple.

The clan

allows young people to marry only members of certain other
clans.

Today some young people are deciding whom they will

marry but such marriages are seldom successful if the sanction of the couple's clans is not given (65).

Most clans

still maintain the custom of the future husband's clan paying a price for the bride.

The bride price consists of a

specified number of shells, bird of paradise feathers, pigs
and a variety of other valuables (41113).
money has been added to the list.

More recently

Inflated bride prices

have become such a problem that the national government has
had to take the problem into consideration but as yet no
solution has been found.
In the past, a man could have as many wives as he
could afford to buy and for whom he could build houses.
This practice is not as popular now due to the influence of
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the Christian churches and western culture, and with the new
economy it is more advantageous to have only one wife to
support.

Education
The indigenous educational system is based on a one
teacher to one student ratio and is totally vocational.
Any member of the clan may supply part of the child's instruction.

In most areas a certain person is designated as

the person with the greatest responsibility for the education of a certain child.

Some clans give the mother's

brother the task of educating children; in other clans it
is the grandparents, an aunt or the father's friend.
Parents also play an important part in the education
of children.

Games and simple chores are "homework".

Chil-

dren learn the names of plants and the signs of the bush by
the use of concrete examples.

Approximately 50% of all

elementary school age children attend English schools,
which are schools for indigenes in which the medium of instruction is English.

Children who remain in the village

continue to be educated in the traditional manner.

Play, Games

and

Sports

Children are encouraged to play games that imitate
the work of adults and are given simple jobs to perform.
Girls start carrying small netbags when only a few years
old.

A netbag is a loosely woven bag with a strong band

that is placed over the top of the head.

The bag falls down
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the back leaving the hands free,

Netbags provide a snug

bed for a baby or a means of transporting garden produce
and other goods,

Through play that imitates the mother's

work, and practice with progressively heavier loads, girls
develop the ability to carry a hundred pounds or more.
Boys are given bows and arrows, spears and other tools at
an early age and learn to use them while playing.
times boys build small shelters.

Some-

The men of the clan

watch with interest and encourage the boys to do good
work (8176).
Some of the games that children play have religious
significance.

It is believed that children playing with a

string, making designs that represent animals, birds or objects of nature, make the yams grow more roots (8176).

In

Madang, young boys roll a hard fruit called

11

daum" down a

hill and shoot at it with bows and arrows.

The people be-

lieve that this game makes food grow (9190).
There is very little evidence of more highly
structured games or sports played by the young people or
adults in their own villages.

Perhaps this is because too

much competition within a clan might threaten clan unity.
Some clans occasionally fought wars with other clans for the
sake of amusement (8187),

Hunting and fishing are done for

sport as well as to supplement the diet.

In the past, head-

hunting was thought to be necessary for successful living
(8188), but it may also have been sport.
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Dancing ( sing-sing") was and still is important
11

throughout the New Guinea islands.
a "sing-sing".

Most ceremonies include

Traditionally, the "sing-sing" was connected

with religion and in some places this is still true.

Men

would take "kundus", hand drums made of one piece of wood
carved in an hourglass shape, on trading expeditions and buy
dances from other clans (8190).
in the ''sing-sing".

Men occupy the main role

Women may either dance in a circle

around the men or do not dance at all.

Dances are a group

effort in which men dance with men and women dance with
women, but a man and woman never dance together.
RELIGION

Ancestor Worship and Animism
The native religion of New Guinea is ancestor worship and animism (41121).

The spirit world is very impor-

tant and spirits are believed to be stronger than people.
Spirits are thought to be white in color and in some places
when the white man first appeared he was greeted as a dead
ancestor returned to life.

Sacred flutes, masks and some

flying foxes symbolize spirits of the dead.

Ancestors are

honored by pig feasts where hundreds of pigs are clubbed to
death (11132) and prepared in huge pits on hot rocks
("mumus").

When the feast is ready the ancestors are given

the first serving and the food shared carefully among the
gathered people (41131).
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When someone dies a proper wake must be held (11•

33).

The amount and extravagance of the mourning is de-

termined by the position of the deceased in the clan.

When

proper respect and honor is shown to the ancestral spirits
the clan can feel secure.

Spirits are then responsible for

the welfare of the clan, the fertility of land, growth of
pigs and children, and "good luck" (11132).
The writer was involved in a counseling session
with a college woman who showed some anxiety over not being
able to cry properly during wakes.

If sufficient grief is

not shown, the spirit of the dead might haunt the offender
or people might suspect that the person who showed a lack
of grief was somehow responsible for the death,

In some

parts of the Highlands women show grief by cutting off
fingers.
In New Guinea people and places often have a number
of different names.

People in at least some areas believed

that to reveal the "true" name could place a person in danger.

Children were given the most disgusting names parents

could find so that the evil spirits would be deceived and
leave them alone.
New Guineans practiced cannibalism before the
Christian missions and Australian government showed a
strong revulsion for the practice.

The writer was informed

by a number of New Guineans that human meat is "sweet".
Some of the early missionaries became savory meals for the
cannibals.

In at least one case the people not only de-
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voured the missionaries but tried to eat the boots and were
impressed with the toughness of the white man's feet.

Some-

times cannibal victims were cut into pieces and cooked in
bamboo poles.
Two reasons are often cited as explanations for
cannibalism in New Guinea.

One is that the diet was very

low in protein content so the people naturally enjoyed any
food that added protein (41133).

In some cases cannibalism

was simply a matter of survival, such as in the Finschhafen
area where, when there was no food, the people exchanged
children and ate them (41133).
The second reason and possibly the most significant
is that cannibalism is connected with religion {41133).
In the early 196o•s a group of Highland people went to a
patrol officer and asked if the clan could eat a woman of
the clan who had just died.

It is a way of honoring the

dead, showing the "won-toks" love for the dead and the desire of the people for the dead "won-tok" to remain with
the clan (41133).

Eating an enemy could be a means of show-

ing superiority or to gain the enemy's admirable traits.
At present, the diet of much of the population is improved,
religious allegiance changed, and cannibalism against the
law so it is seldom practiced.

Sorcery
A Tangu myth gives one explanation of how sorcery
began.

Tanguns claim that the sorcerer was the last man
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to come to earth.

The sorcerer brought poison and the means

by which to cause sickness and death.

The fellow was ar-

rogant and proud and claimed that all things belonged to
him (2).
Tonguns say that a sorcerer has a specific set of
characteristics.

A sorcerer is eccentric, non-conforming,

secretive, surly, tall, bony, with red-rimmed eyes.
sorcerer is a malicious thief.

The

The tools that he uses are

charms, strangulation, poisons, gestures, spells and
spears (2).

Sorcerers require high pay and often become

wealthy which causes them to be greatly feared.
become self-appointed sorcerer killers,

Some men

When a sorcerer is

killed the killers are heroes of the community, but according to the law of the government, they are murderers
and must serve a term in prison (12178).
Sorcery is still practiced and the people have a
profound fear of the power of sorcerers.

The researcher

has often witnessed the anxiety of college students during
discussions about sorcery.

Such students have lived most

of the time away from home in boarding schools patterned on
the Australian educational system,

College students, among

the most highly educated of the country's people, are European in behavior and speech, but sustain an undeniable belief of the power of sorcery.
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Cargo Cult
New Guineans obtained a livelihood exclusively from
the bush.

If a man wanted to build a house all the neces-

sary materials came from the bush.

When clothing was needed

the materials to make it were gathered from the bush.

If a

tool was needed it was made from natural materials found in
the local environment.
The ax was the most important tool for the New
Guinean.

Originally he used a stone ax which often took two

men two or three days to cut down a big tree.

When the

white man arrived in New Guinea he brought the products of
a more industrialized people, including the steel ax.

When

the New Guineans saw the superiority of steel axes to the
stone ax they naturally wished to possess them.

The steel

ax was only one of the many amazing manufactured goods that
the white man introduced.
Processed or manufactured goods that Europeans
brought became known as cargo.

New Guineans were quick to

see that the white man's cargo included useful tools and
many desirable possessions.

The indigenes wondered where

the cargo came from and because ancestor worship was an important part of life an answer was sought from religion.
The people came to the conclusion that ancestors had sent
the cargo to them but that the white man had somehow managed
to intercept it (611).

New Guineans also believed that the

white man possessed some magic that enabled him to obtain
the cargo.
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the cargo.
During the Second World War New Guineans observed
army camps and the seemingly unlimited supplies.

The people

wondered what magic the white man had used to obtain the
cargo and came to the conclusion that copying the white
man's behavior would bring the cargo.

As a result camps

were set up, patterned after army camps.

Reveille, marching

drills and all of the behavior of soldiers was copied (6113).
In the Chuave Subdistrict of the Highlands, the
people found an unexploded bomb.

Natives said that the big

bird had laid an egg and the cargo was inside.

News spread

and a day was set for the festive occasion when the egg
would crack open and the cargo be delivered.
ered, pigs were killed and the people feasted.

People gathWhen the

time came to open the egg a fire was built around the bomb.
Many of the cargo seekers were killed.
At Omkolai the people saw the white man put up
poles which resulted in lights at night.
put up poles but no lights resulted.
still keeping the secret of the cargo.

The Chimbus also

The white man was
Indigenes saw the

white man write on paper and give the paper to the pilot
during the weekly stop at the station.
delivered.

Later the cargo was

When the New Guineans wanted to try the same

procedure none knew how to make the marks on paper,

Fathers

told children to go to the white man's English schools and
learn the white man's magic,

As soon as one way to find the

secret of the cargo had failed another way was tried,

Ceme-
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teries were cleaned and ancestors shown every consideration
but the cargo did not come.

If a cargo cult failed, the

movement would die for a time only to start up again later
with the utilization of another method.
Cargo cult movements illustrate some of the difficulties experienced by these Stone Age people when they were
abruptly confronted by Twentieth Century Western Civilization.

These people continued to seek explanations within

the context of life of the native culture (6111).
SUIVUVIARY

This chapter has described the general context of
life in the Territory of New Guinea.
patterns were discussed,

Social and religious

One of the most important concepts

of social life is "won-tokism", loyalty to the clan.
ligence lies first with the clan, not the country.

AlIndi-

viduals function as members of a community, the clan.

A

look at the economic structure and stages of life has shown
that men work with men and women with women.

The culture

distinctly defines behavior patterns that must be adhered
to as one progresses through the different stages of life,
Religion, based on ancestor worship and the spirit world,
was very important,

The ancestors had to be honored.

When

the ancestors were pleased the clan's prosperity was ensured,

Sorcery was an explanation for ill fortune, sickness

or death.

The sorcerer and his deeds, or imagined deeds,

were greatly feared.

The cargo cult was based on the be-
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lief that material wealth was sent by the ancestors but
intercepted by the white man.

Cargo cults sprang from the

need of indigenes to explain the existence of modern manufactured goods.

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW GUINEA
The native inhabitants of the island had not reduced language to a written form and little is known of the
history of the original inhabitants so this chapter deals
with major historical events which have occurred since the
arrival of Europeans in the late 18OO's which can be supported by written records.

Most attention is given to the

Territory of New Guinea as that is the part of the island
that is the center of concern for this study.
The island is divided politically into three
slices.

Indonesia recently acquired the western half of the

island and has changed the name from Dutch New Guinea to
West Irian.
colony.

Papua, in the southeast, is an Australian

Northeast is the Territory of New Guinea, a United

Nations Trust Territory administered by the Australian
government.

The origin of the indigenous population, an

account of the first European visitors, the period of German
occupation, Australian administration, the effects of World
War II, Australian policy after World War II, and the present situation in the Territory are dealt with in this
chapter,
Indigenous Inhabitants
Where the original and present inhabitants of the
27
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island came from is something of a puzzle.

Possibly over

the past 30,000 years, three or four large migrations from
India, Africa and Malaya to Australia and the Pacific took
place (8115).

In a number of different places on the is-

land stone mortars and pestles, potsherds, carved shells,
things made of obsidian, wooden armour, stone structures
and pillars were found.

The present populace claims to

have no knowledge of the origin of these remains.

The

people say that their ancestors did not make them and such
things are not made by the present inhabitants in that
manner (8146).

Who the original inhabitants were is still

an unanswered question.

Now New Guineans and Papuans are a

mixture of races such as Papuan, Papuo-Melanesian, Negri to,
Micronesian and Polynesian (6).

First European Visitors
The spice trade led the first European explorers to
New Guinea (81102;1117).

D'Abreu, captain of a Portuguese

trading ship is given credit for first sighting New Guinea
in 1511 (81108).

Jorge de Menese, another Portuguese sailor,

gave the people of the island the name "Papuan", in 1526
(81108:71;1117).

In 1545, a Spanish explorer, Ortez de Ret~

gave the island the name New Guinea because it reminded him
of Guinea in Africa (71).
Spice Islands provided a better market for trade
than New Guinea because those islands were richer in trade
items and the natives of New Guinea were not friendly to the
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early explorers and traders, and therefore New Guinea was
left alone until 1793, when the English East India Company
attempted to establish a settlement.

The settlement failed

and not until 1840 was the first white man, a trader, able
to live on the island.

A Russian scientist, Baron N.

Mikluho Maklay arrived in 1870 to explore and study the
languages and customs of the people (81109-110).

In 1873,

a German trading company opened stores on some of the islands north of the mainland.

A French settlement was at-

tempted in 1879 on New Britain, an island north of the mainland, but most of the settlers soon died of disease and the
settlement was abandoned (81110).
White men stopped at some places along the coast,
captured the native men and took them to Queensland,
Australia, to work on sugar cane plantations.

Those taken

away seldom returned and the people then looked on all white
men as Blackbirders. a name given to men who captured the
natives and traded them to white plantation owners (1125).
It is understandable that the New Guineans were not happy
with the newcomers; the usual procedure was to kill the
white intruders or to make their stay unpleasant or impossible in other ways.
Of equal or greater danger to the Europeans were the
diseases for which there was no innate immunity.

Malaria

caused the death of many Europeans and at times entire settlements were stricken.

One missionary reported having

twenty-five attacks of malaria in five months (4127-37).
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Despite the difficulties involved, European settlement of the island was continued by missionaries, colonialists and fortune seekers.

Settlers wishing to protect

business interests petitioned home governments to claim the
island.

Foreign Land Claims on New Guinea
The Dutch claimed the western half of the island in
1828.

In 1884, Britain was persuaded by Australia to claim

Papua which then became a British protectorate.

That same

year Germany claimed northeast New Guinea, New Britain and
New Ireland, in order to protect German trading interests
that had already been established (1141-45).

Germany named

the islands in the northeast Kaiser Wilhelmsland (4123).
Administration was turned over to the German New Guinea
Company (4111;1146).

The company started coconut planta-

tions and trading centers but was generally unsuccessful so
the colony was taken over by the German government in 1899.
The German government attempted to control the indigenous
people by appointing "luluais•• and "Tultuls", native village
leaders, as middle men between the government officials and
the village people.

This system was not very successful and

a number of Europeans were killed by the natives.

The Ger-

man Administration tried punishing the offenders by attacking villages and destroying them.

The people were not

willing to work for the Germans so Chinese were imported
and natives were recruited, by force when necessary, to
work the plantations (1146-52).
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Land was bought by Europeans from the islanders with
a few trade goods or taken by force.

Land was a most prized

possession and such actions only served to make indigenous
resentment of the white man's intrusion more profound.

Loss

of land was one of the causes for attacks on Europeans (11
52).

Even today land claims are one of the main difficul-

ties of the country.

The great variety of methods of claim-

ing ownership of land among the indigenes, plus the Australian system of land claims, have made the situation so confusing and complicated that no suitable solution to the
problem has been found.
Economic progress of Kaiser Wilhelmsland under the
German Administration was very slow, as the country and
climate were new to the Europeans, who experienced mostly
failure in early ventures.
into the mountains.

German control never penetrated

Education and care of the health of

the people was left to the missions.

Plans to extend Ger-

man influence ended when Australia took control of the
colony in 1914 (1153-56).
Australian troops occupied Kaiser Wilhelmsland in
1914 and held that portion of the island under military
rule until 1921 (10120).

The Australians carried on in

much the same pattern that the Germans had set.

During the

war, Australian policy was to keep the economy and government functioning as before the war.

Little or no progress

was made between 1914 and 1921, when the military rule of
Kaiser Wilhelmsland ended (1186-92).

In 1920, the League
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of Nations gave Australia the responsibility of providing
a government for Kaiser Wilhelmsland and the name was
changed to Territory of New Guinea (10120).
Australians set out to explore the interior of the
Territory and bring it under control.

Coastal areas were

fairly well pacified by the end of World War I but the interior of the island was unknown.

It was not until the

early 1930's that the Administration and other Europeans
began to explore the Highlands where the major portion of
the population lived.

In some areas the first evidence of

the "outside" world that the natives saw was an airplane.
Usually relations between the explorers and the indigenous
population were peaceful.

Highland people faced a somewhat

more knowledgeable, controlled rule by the white man than
had the coastal people.

Highlanders were subjected to fewer

gross indignities than the coastal people had faced in earlier contacts.
The Territory of New Guinea was divided into districts by the Australians and patrol officers tried to
bring Australian law to the people through patrols, luluais
and tultuls.

Between World War I and World War II, the

Australians felt that territories should be self-supporting
so there was no financial aid given.
The economy of the Territory at first depended
wholly on the production of copra, dried coconut, but gold
was discovered in 1926 in the Edie Creek-Bulolo area, and
it soon surpassed copra in export value.

A gold rush fol-
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lowed and by 1938 the value of gold mined in the Territory
had passed the four million dollar mark.

Gold mining in-

creased the revenue of New Guinea to the point where the
Territory was financially self-sufficient.
Natives were seldom given the opportunity to advance
beyond the level of plantation laborers.

Indigenous people

were not encouraged to grow cash crops and among the European population, outside the missions, education of the
natives was a very unpopular subject.

The Australian

government took no part in education other than training a
few "dokta bois", indigenous men who were supposed to give
simple first aid treatment in villages, and establishing a
technical school and a few primary schools.

Second World War
Australians in New Guinea were as unprepared for a
Japanese attack as were Americans in Hawaii.

A few hundred

Australian troops were at Rabaul when the Japanese landed
more than 5,000 men there in 1941 (11109-110).

Japanese

took control of the islands north of the Territory and the
New Guinea mainland without difficulty.

At Rabaul, the

Japanese dug extensive tunnels so that toward the end of
the war, even though the area was repeatedly bombed, it was
impossible to dislodge the Japanese until supply lines were
cut off.

After the Japanese obtained control of north-

eastern New Guinea, their plan was to cross the island on
the Kokoda Trail and take Port Moresby which would have
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put Australia within easy reach,

The plan was not success-

ful.
Eventually, Australians and Americans with assistance from Papuans and New Guineans, drove the Japanese out
of the islands.

Nearly all of the permanent buildings that

had been built by Europeans before the war were destroyed.
Most of the indigenous people did not adher strongly to
either side.

Loyalty was often decided in favor of Aus-

tralians and Americans because they were more friendly to
natives and did not kill the pigs or steal from gardens as
readily as did the Japanese.
The native people were terrified by the destructive power of the weapons of the white people.

When it was

possible, the natives hid in the bush and stayed as far
away from the fighting as possible.

Even so approximately

5,000 Papuans and New Guineans fought with the Australians
and Americans.

Others served as carriers (1).

During the war and until October, 1945, Papua and
New Guinea were governed by the Australian New Guinea Administration Unit (A,N,G,A,U,) which was part of the Australian army.

It was the first time Papua and the Territory of

New Guinea became politically united,

A,N.G,A,U. objec-

tives were to look after plantations, control the labor
supply and carry out field work and patrols,

Most of the

work actually consisted of aiding the war effort (lalll),
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Australian Policy Since World War II
Australians were more aware of and sympathetic to
the needs of New Guinea after the war.

Instead of continu-

ing the policy of requiring the Territory of New Guinea to
finance itself, Australia began sending aid in the form of
money and people.

Policy changed from a sole emphasis on

advancement of the economy to health, education and political development.

Progress was at first hampered by a short-

age of staff, inexperienced personnel and the enormous job
of reconstruction and compensation for war damage.

Political development.

Political involvement of

the Papuans and New Guineans did not show much progress until 1950 (11114-129).

Local Government Councils and a

Legislative Council gave the people some say in their own
government (10120).

In 1964, the first national elections

were held and the first nationally elected legislators began to learn the rudiments of democratic government.
Agriculture.

Agricultural training was given to

the New Guineans and cash cropping encouraged,

Co-opera-

tive societies were formed with hopes of giving impetus to
village economy.

Sale of land was strictly controlled by

the Australian Administration in Papua-New Guinea.

Land

could only be sold to the government and Europeans who
wanted land had to lease it.

Agricultural production

steadily increased and became more diversified than in the
past.
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Health.

Efforts were made to improve the health of

the people through training of indigenous doctors, nurses
and aid post orderlies.

Hygiene, mother craft and child

care training were given to the general population.

The

people were given free medical treatment.

Education.

Just before the second World War there

were 385 pupils in government schools compared to a total
enrollment of 65,000 in the mission schools (1194-107).
After the war a few more government schools were started
but by far the majority of the schools were still mission
schools; in 1950, there were over

4,ooo children in govern-

ment schools and more than 128,000 in mission schools.
Most children only completed two or three years of elementary education.

The government felt that there was no need

for highly trained Papuans and New Guineans and therefore
children were not encouraged to continue in school to a
higher level.

Not until 1955 did the government establish

an educational policy and begin working effectively toward
education of the indigenous people.
Development of an educational system for the country
was a difficult task.

The most obvious problem was the

question of what language to use.

Hundreds of different

languages were spoken in Papua-New Guinea.

Only a few of

these languages were written down and there was very little
literature in any of them.

Trade languages had developed

but informal communication systems such as "Police Motu" in
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Papua and "Pidgin" in New Guinea encompassed limited vocabularies.

Many people did not know these languages and very

little material had been published in these languages.
Eventually the government decided that English would be the
most appropriate language for use in the schools.
The system of education was adopted directly from
New South Wales, Australia, which was closely related to the
educational system in the United Kingdom.

Fortunately, the

curriculum has since been somewhat adapted for Papua-New
Guinea.

Schools that follow the government curriculum and

use English as the language of instruction are called "English schools".

There are also "Pidgin" and vernacular

schools which are not recognized or subsidized by the government but are supported by missions and churches.
Elementary school includes a year of kindergarten
followed by six grades.

At the end of grade six, an exami-

nation is given and the results determine whether a student
will continue in school.

Little consideration was given to

secondary education until the 1960 1 s.

A few students who

did very well in elementary school went to Australia for
high school before that time.

Since then several high

schools have been established in Papua-New Guinea.
The writer arrived in the Territory in 1961 and was
stationed at Omkolai, a remote area in the Highlands.
Omkolai English school had been in operation for two years
at that time.

The school consisted of two grades.

were three textbooks•

There

an arithmetic book, an unpublished
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social studies book and the Oxford English Reader.

Students

used slates and studied at night by the light of kerosene
lanterns.

There was only one English speaking teacher for

an area that included a population of approximately 28,000
people.
When the English program started there were no Papuans or New Guineans trained to teach English so all
teachers were foreign English speakers.

The government

devised a six month course of teacher training to instruct
Europeans to teach in Papua-New Guinea English elementary
school to help meet the need for teachers.

Indigenous

people who successfully completed sixth grade and a year of
teacher training were allowed to teach the first two grades
and kindergarten.

Both of these programs have been discon-

tinued by the government as more indigenous teachers are
now trained and have completed at least two years of high
school before training.
Physical Education.

The government curriculum

stipulates one hour a week for physical education,
pean games and sports are taught in all schools.

EuroThe in-

digenous children and young people enjoy the games, quickly
learn the necessary basics and incorporate them into play
time activities.
In the lower grades the emphasis is on simple activities and games but from grade four through six, physical
education consists of learning and playing organized sports.
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Soccer, which is played barefoot, is very popular among the
boys,

Softball at first was played using the feet as much

as the hands in throwing and catching.

Softball has become

a sport mainly for girls and women, though netball, Australian women's basketball, is the most common girl's team
sport,
Many of the schools are boarding schools and sport
is encouraged as a free time activity.

Annual sports com-

petitions are conducted between schools on all levels,

The

primary schools have sports days, high schools have the
high school carnival, and colleges the annual intercollegiate competition,

Secondary schools and colleges also spon-

sor many teams that compete in association sports,

Current Situation
The economy has progressed slowly but steadily and
is still based on agriculture,

The appetite of the people

for manufactured goods has grown and reliance on aid from
the Australian government has increased.

Papua-New Guinea

could not maintain the present standard of growth and
development without Australian aid,
In 1969, less than fifty per cent of all primary
school age children were in school and only one-tenth of
post-primary age youth were able to continue education at
the secondary level (15).

The year of the first Papua and

New Guinea high school graduation, 1965, also marked the
opening of the University of Papua and New Guinea.

Papuans
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and New Guineans have been trained to take over many of the
jobs in education, civil service and business that were
formerly held only by Europeans.
A road built from the coast through the Highlands
has greatly aided in speeding the economic growth of the
Highlands.

In some cases the development has been so fast

that the people have lost their identity and the young
people sometimes call themselves the "in between people",
the confusion is not knowing whether to identify as New
Guinean or European.
Australia is being forced by certain members of the
United Nations to speed development of the country and have
the people ready for independence within the next few years.
Western culture, economy and political systems have affected the lives of the indigenous people for approximately
ninety years.

Ninety years is a short time for a people

to progress from the Stone Age to political independence
in a highly developed scientific age and a politically
divided world.

Summary
This chapter has illustrated some difficulties encountered in the early settlements attempted by Europeans,
such as unfriendly natives and disease.

During the 1800's

the island was divided between the Dutch, Germans and English.

Germany controlled northeastern New Guinea until

World War I.

Plantations, trading centers and administra-
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tion stations were established during that time.

Australia

claimed Kaiser Wilhelmsland in 1914 and since that time has
provided the administration of the Territory of New Guinea.
Before World War II no economic aid was given the Territory
and the people had few opportunities for education or economic advancement.

Since World War II, the Australian

government in Papua-New Guinea has worked to educate the
indigenous people, strengthen the economy of the country,
improve the health of the people and install an indigenous
government.

CHAPTER IV
LAE HISTORY AND CULTURE
In this chapter the history of Lae is traced from
the settlement of a group of indigenes in the area through
the town's present position of importance in the Territory.
The geographic setting is described briefly.

Early history

of the town reveals that the first Europeans to settle were
missionaries and employees of Guinea Airways.

More recent

information about the town deals with some of the current
social problems, education and sports played in Lae.

Geographic Setting
Papua-New Guinea is divided into 18 districts.

The

Morobe District of which Lae is the headquarters consists of
12,845 square miles and 250,000 population.
both Highland and coastal areas.

It includes

The main products of the

district are plywood, lumber, coffee, cocoa, copra, peanuts,
cattle and tea (J).

Lae is on a low-lying flat with the sea

on one side and the Saruwaged Mountains on the other,

One

of the largest of the island's rivers, the Markham, spews
muddy water into the gulf on one side of Lae and the Busu
River deposits sewage and garbage along the beaches on the
other side.
The humidity in Lae generally stands near the 100
per cent mark (10112) and the average annual rainfall is 189
42
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inches (71•37).
ally.

From June through August it rains continu-

Things take on a musty smell, skins become patchy

with fungus growth, foods mold, clothes mildew and vehicles
rust.

The hotter and dryer season of the year is December

through March and precipitation occurs mainly during the
. ht •
nig

Th rough out th e year t empera t ures average 75° t o

8o°F and vary less than 15° during any given day (71137).

Early Lae History
People first settled the area of Lae as a result of
disagreements and fights with other clans (62;67).

The

Aegali, the present Butibum people, fled from their enemies
to the banks of the Bumbu River where Lae is now located,
sometime before Europeans came to the area (66).

In 1907,

the Aegali were attacked three times by the Wampar people
of the Markham Valley.
killed.

More than a hundred Aegali were

As a result of the attacks, three missionaries

traveled into the Markham Valley, contacted the Wampars and
obtained a peace agreement from them.
attacks on the coastal villages.

This ended the Wampar

In 1909 Rev. Gottfried

Schmutterer established the first permanent white settlement
at what is now Lae (67).
At a later date a small town grew up across the Huon
Gulf from Lae at Salamaua.

The Australians made Salamaua

a government patrol post with an air strip and when gold was
discovered in 1926 in the Wau-Bulolo area Salamaua became a
busy boom town.

Salamaua was along the route miners and mine
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supplies took to and from the gold fields.

From Salamaua

it was eight to ten days hard walk over rough country, the
only way of transporting heavy cargo to the mines.

The

trip was a treacherous, slow and limited supply line which
could not adequately meet the needs of the gold fields.

The

airstrip at Salamaua could not accomodate freight planes of
a size needed to fly dredges to the gold fields so Guinea
Airways began seeking another place along the coast where
a longer airstrip could be constructed.

The company decided

that an airstrip such as they needed should be built at Lae
(3713&10;67;74).
Lae became the site of one of the busiest air cargo
terminals in the world (37).

Guinea Airways had ten planes

that were used mainly to fly freight to the gold fields.

By

1935, the town of Lae consisted of two or three Chinese
trade stores, a Burns Philips store, a boarding house,
tennis court, swimming pool and over six hundred inhabitants.

Almost the entire population was employed by Guinea

Airways (37).
In 1937, Rabaul, then the capitol of the Territory,
suffered a devastating earthquake and volcanic eruption.
As a result, the administration decided the capitol should
be shifted to Lae.

Before such a change was made the Second

World War intervened and the plan was never carried out (371
3;74).
Japanese gained control of Lae early in 1942.

Aus-

tralian and American armed forces reclaimed Lae for Aus-
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tralia after a fierce battle in September of 1943.
one building, a hanger, escaped destruction.

Only

Australian

and American forces constructed Lae's first wharf and built
a road from Wau to Lae.

The military put in a jet capacity

airstrip, Nadzab, in the Markham Valley about twenty miles
from Lae and built the first road into the valley.
became the largest airbase in New Guinea.

Nadzab

In 1949, the only

buildings in Lae were army buildings and an American army
hospital stood where the main shopping center is today.
The first permanent house was built in 1950.
Traffic between the towns of Wau and Lae was hampered by the lack of a bridge across the Markham until one was
completed in 1953 and Lae's development as an important
commercial center for the Territory began.

A dry season

road was completed from Lae to the Highlands in 1957.
Since that time Lae's population has grown rapidly (3713;
74).

Lae in 1969
Though Lae's early development was due to its usefulness as an airbase, the town's present position of importance is mainly due to what is called the •'Highlands
Highway" (37),

The Highlands Highway connects the rich

Highlands with a seaport, Lae, and is the origin of the
economic thrust that made Lae the main industrial center of
the Territory (37),

Lae is the busiest port (37) and the

main air travel center of the Territory.

During 1969 Lae

became one of the fastest growing ports in the world (67).
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Industries include small factories that supply the
Territory with nails, wire, barrels, paint, corrugated iron,
boats and pipes,
located in Lae,

The largest sawmill in the Territory is
Other businesses include a coffee mill,

peanut packaging plant, a brewery and bakeries.
Lae is the government headquarters and the educational center for the Morobe District (3).

In or near Lae

are eleven primary schools, five high schools, a teachers
college, technical college and the Institute of High Technical Education.

Nurse's training is given at Angua hos-

pital.

Squatters.

The present official population of Lae

is 19,000 (1315), but that does not include approximately
8,000 squatters who have recently taken up residence (37).
Accommodation is far from sufficient as the population
grows rapidly (ll114r37).

People in the rural areas are

not satisfied with their own rate of development and go to
towns to seek employment, but housing becomes a problem.
Those employers who must supply housing for employees find
that single workers are cheaper to house; therefore married
men who want jobs must claim to be single or not be hired,
The married rural worker either leaves wife and children in
the home village or takes the family to town and becomes a
squatter.

The land in and around Lae cannot be bought and

the people who own the land near town already feel crowded
by the flood of people who have moved there in the last
few years (37).
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"Won-tokismtt is a burden to the worker who moves to
town as well as to those living in rural areas (71152-55).
A worker who moves into Lae from a rural village and establishes a home in Lae soon finds that it is necessary not
only to provide for wife and children but also an endless
stream of "won-toks'' who either come to see the town or to
look for work.

In many cases men choose the easier route

of leaving families in the rural village and entire villages are left with only old men, women and children.

Some-

times men who have left families in the village find new
wives in town and never return home.

The government has

made some attempts to solve the problem by building lowcost housing and instigating more rural development.

Indigenous school dropouts.

Another problem of the

town in the last few years is the growing number of school
dropouts who have congregated in Lae without work (10).

One

factor contributing to this situation is that the English
schools are a direct transplant from Australia and do not
educate the rural youth for village living.

Another reason

for increased numbers of dropouts is that there are many
more primary schools than high schools and even if pupils
pass the sixth grade examination, further schooling may not
be possible simply because there is not enough room in
secondary schools (10aJ9).
Children in the English schools usually think that
completion of school will be followed by a job in town.
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When students fail to pass the examination at the end of the
school year or find that the next class is already full, few
are content to return to or stay in the villages so they
move to town.

The dropout finds that there are not enough

jobs in the town or that he is too young to work.

Youth in

such a position find "won-toks" to live with and/or rely on
stealing to make a living.

To counter this a campaign was

started to make rural living more attractive to young people
whose parents live in the villages; also welfare officers
try to find some useful occupation for those whose parents
live in town (65).

Sports.

Saturday is the Australian day for sports,

often involving the entire family, and since much of Lae's
influence is Australian, indigenes also have learned to
enjoy sports (10al03;37•11).

Australians introduced most

of the sports into New Guinea and the New Guineans picked
them up quickly, possibly because they originally came from
rural areas where physical strength and skill were necessary
in daily tasks so a certain amount of skill in sports was
easily acquired.
There are a wide variety of opportunities for participation in sports.

Approximately twenty different sport-

ing activities and/or sport associations are actively supported by many of the inhabitants of the area (37•11;7415).
Individual sports pursued in Lae include skydiving, boxing,
golf, bowls, swimming, water skiing, track and field,
yachting, tennis, squash and pistol shooting.

Cricket,

Rugby Union football, Australian Rules football, soccer,
baseball, softball, basketball, netball and field hockey
comprise the team sports.

Indigenes do not participate in

the sky diving, golf, water skiing, yachting or pistol
shooting but they pursue all of the other sports enjoyed
by Europeans.

The limited number of indigenes involved in

individual sports is probably due to the fact that they
are not encouraged to be active in some of the sports and
the greater expense generally involved in individual sports
is beyond their financial means.

Indigenes compose by far

the greatest number of participants in all the team sports
except cricket.
The majority of sports in Lae are organized, supported and controlled by associations which are made up of
participants in the particular sport involved.

Sport as-

sociations provide or arrange for games, referees, umpires,
facilities and sometimes equipment.

A more detailed ac-

count of these associations is found in Chapter

v.

swnmary
Lae is situated on the northeast coast of the New
Guinea mainland.

The town receives a great deal of rain

and is nearly always hot and humid.

Missionaries made the

first European settlement at Lae but it was only after
Guinea Airways built an airstrip at the site that the town
began to grow.
Lae has become the main economic center of the Territory due to connections by road with other parts of the
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island.

Rapid growth has caused a shortage in housing and

the beginnings of what are new social problems to New
Guinea.

Australian and New Guinean cultures meet and mix

in Lae and one of the common interests that these people
share is an enjoyment of a wide range of sports.

CHAPTER V
WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE TEAM SPORT ASSOCIATIONS
Basketball, netball, softball and hockey are played
competitively by women in Lae.

Each sport is organized and

governed separately by its own association.

School and

public teams participate in association organized competition.

All association games are played on Saturday after-

noons except for basketball games which are played Thursday
nights.

Anyone who pays a registration fee is considered

a member of an association.

These associations were started

by Europeans who still provide leadership in association
affairs.

The history, organization, facilities and com-

petitive seasons of each association are described in this
chapter.
LAE AMATEUR BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Origin.
Martin Heist, Lucky Soo and Nevel Rosenfeld are
given credit for the first organized basketball competition
in Lae.

Precisely when the first competition occurred is

obscure.

The only information the researcher was able to

obtain suggested that women's competition probably started
in 1959 (73).

(See Table I, which gives a complete summary

of L.A.B.A. seasons and competition.)
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Facilities
The first women's basketball games were played at
Stewart Hall, a small indoor court near the Cecil Hotel,
Later play was shifted to the Comworks Club court which was
an outdoor court.

In 1964, the Rosenfeld Courts were com-

pleted at the Niall Reserve and since that time these courts
have served as a home for the Lae Amateur Basketball Association games (73).
There are three outdoor courts with asphalt surfaces,

Two of the courts are supplied with lights for night

games and are used for practice and association games.
third court is used only for practice.

The

Stands were built

adjacent to the main court in 1967 for the Territory Championships which were held in Lae that year.

Washrooms and

showers are provided and maintained by the association.
Space is available for expansion to include a fourth court
when necessary.

structure
A general meeting for all players in the association is called at least once a year.

Extra meetings may be

called whenever the president and/or executive committee
feel it is necessary.

At the general meeting of all as-

sociation members, a president, vice president, secretary
and treasurer are elected.

The executive committee includes

the president, vice president and two or three elected
representative association members who meet once a month.
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This is the governing body of the association.
match committee is also elected.

A games or

The match committee's

duties consist of arranging and distributing draws and organizing and conducting association games.

The judiciary

is made up of three nonmembers from the Lae area who may be
called to settle disputes that occur over games in association competition (19;24).
L.A.B.A. expenses generally are limited to maintenance of facilities, uniforms and travel for the Lae teams
that compete in Territory Championships, which are national
championship games.

The association obtains finances from

the annual membership fees as well as nominal entrance fees
charged to both players and spectators at the games.

When

the association needs more money, raffles are the most
common means employed to obtain it.

Occasionally dances

are held or planes chartered for excursions within -the
Territory in order to aid association finances.

Membership
The only requirement for membership in the association is payment of the registration fee.

The individual

members of the public teams pay their own registration but
most of the schools pay registration fees for students who
play on school teams in association competition.
School teams consist of school students in high
school and colleges and are sponsored by these schools which
also provide coaches and financial support for the teams.
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Public teams are made up of any Lae area residents who wish
to play basketball and are not on school teams.

Public

teams arrange for their own coaches and pay their own expenses,

Such teams are usually a mixture of European and

indigenous players.

These teams often have difficulty ar-

ranging practices and so mainly rely on the skill previously
acquired in the game.

The best and majority of public team

players are former English school students,

Now some inter-

est in the sport is beginning to develop among indigenous
women on the village level, but this has not affected competition in Lae (59;73;77),
If the present rate of increase in number of teams
continues into 1971, L.A,B,A. expects to have two divisions
of women's competition (73).

(See Table I),

Teams with the

more skilled players would then be grouped into an A Grade
competition and the less skilled teams would form a B Grade
competition,

At present all levels of skill compete to-

gether.

Games and Conditions of Play
A year of association games is usually divided into
two seasons,

Length and time of the seasons varies from

year to year but the first season generally starts in February and runs through May.

The second season runs from

June to November during the rainy season which often results
in washed out games or games played in the rain,

If the

rain begins before a game starts the game may be postponed
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and the affected teams arrange another time to play.

If the

game is already in progress when the rain begins, play continues (28;41;46;68).
After each season the semi-finals, finals and grand
finals are conducted,

In the semi-finals, teams rated first

and second according to the number of games won during the
season play off and the teams rated third and fourth play.
In the finals the team that lost the semi-final game between the first and second place teams plays the winner of
the semi-final game of the third and fourth place teams.
The grand final is a play off between the winner of the semifinal game of the first and second place teams and the winner of the final game,

The winner of the grand final game

is the local championship team until the next grand final,
The winner of the grand final at the end of the year is considered the champion team for the year,
Scorers and timers are assigned from teams that play
either before or after the game in progress,

Referees have

not been trained or organized in Lae so there are few qualified referees and most are of poor quality.

Usually ref-

erees are either members of the games committee, avid basketball fans, or players (24;68),

L.A.a.A, Seasons and Competitions
The following table gives a complete summary of
participation of public and school teams as well as national
and international competition,

Numbers of indigenous and

TABLE I
L.A.B.A. SEASONS AND COMPETITIONS
BASKETBALL
Year Season

Length No. of No. of Winners
No. of
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Schoo] Public of the
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European participants are also shown.
An item of interest that was not included in the
table deals with scoring records of some of the top women
athletes.

On February 27, 1969, Busu defeated Carps II,

70 to 16 which gave them the highest score by a women's
team for several seasons in Lae (45).

On that same night,

Kamundong Kahu of Balob I scored 38 points which equaled
the second highest score by a woman on the Rosenfeld Courts.
Clare Hall of Carps I had also scored 38 points in a game
at an earlier date.

The highest individual score by a

woman was made by Gloria Riggs of the Comworks team in 1966
when she scored 40 points (45).

National and International Competition
National championships, which are referred to as
Territory Championships, are played annually and involve
teams from Papua and New Guinea.

Teams that compete in

Territory Championships are sponsored by town associations
and are made up of the best players from each local association.

International competitions involve teams from coun-

tries or island groups of the Pacific.

The main interna-

tional competition that involves Papua New Guinea is the
South Pacific Games.

The South Pacific Games are patterned

after the Olympic Games.

They are usually held every three

years and competitors must be residents of a South Pacific
island.
Lae women have been involved in national and inter-
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national basketball competitions since at least 1963 when
some Lae women were selected for the Papua New Guinea team
that played in the South Pacific Games in Suva.

A Lae wo-

men's team has competed in Territory Championships at least
every year since 1966.

In 1966, four Lae women were on the

Papua New Guinea team for the South Pacific Games held in
Noumea.

That team won a silver medal.

In 1969, at the

South Pacific Games in Port Moresby, the Papua New Guinea
women's team won the gold medal (55;68;77).
The women's Territory Championships were held in Lae
during 1967 with three women's teams competing.

Madang,

Goroka and Lae were represented in the competition and Lae
won.

"Wally" Riggs, an active worker in L.A.B.A. and mem-

ber of the Lae men's team, coached the women's team.
Madang was host to the Territory Championships in
July, 1968.

L.A.B.A. chartered a plane to provide trans-

portation for the Lae team and the Lae women's team retained the title of Territory Champions that year (34).
In 1969, Territory Championships were held in Port
Moresby during Easter weekend in April.
team included&

The Lae women's

Kim (indigenes usually go by only one name),

Elly, Naimi, Clare Hall, Chris Hauppueaff, Ann Chang,
Kamundong Kahu, Rosie Lifu, Jacobi Reubens and Beverly
Edgar.

Rex Holmes was head coach and Peter Hall the assis-

tant coach.

More than the usual enthusiasm surrounded this

event because tentative selection of the Papua New Guinea
team for the South Pacific Games was made at the Champion-
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ships.

Port Moresby won the title (41;47;7J).
In June of 1969, Territory Championships were held

in Lae so that final selection of the Papua New Guinea team
for the South Pacific Games could be made.

Ann Chang of the

Comworks team and Kamundong Kahu of the Balob I team were
the only Lae players selected for the team (55).
LAE NETBALL ASSOCIATION
Netball, Australian women's basketball, is played
on a court, usually lawn, divided into five zones.

Each

team has seven players and only two players on a team are
allowed to shoot goals.
made.

One point is scored for each goal

The goals are mounted at the top of ten foot poles

and there are no backboards or nets.

Six players on each

team must play within specified zone areas and the seventh
player is a rover.

Ori~in
The beginning of the game of netball as a competitive sport in Lae is difficult to determine.

Erica Walken-

horst, the present association president, suggested that
Faye Edwards may have organized association games starting
in 1963 (77).

(See Table II).

This information may not be

accurate as Miss Edwards was lecturing at Goroka Teachers
College during the 1963 school year.

According to the re-

searcher's memory Miss Edwards was teaching at Busu Primary
School previous to her work at Goroka at which time she may
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have been instrumental in starting the Lae Netball Association.

From 1968 through 1970 Erica Walkenhorst, coach of

the Balob netball teams, was president of the Lae Netball
Association.

Structure
The only officer in the organization is a president.
The president makes and distributes the draws, keeps a
record of game results and attempts to maintain peace on the
court, which is no small accomplishment and at times requires
the assistance of the police.

The president is assisted by

referees in making and distributing draws •

.Membership
Those who govern the present association suggest
that women play netball in Lae because it is "fashionable"
and easy to learn and play,

The game is not as demanding

as basketball and it provides a pleasant means of socializing.

Public teams are made up mainly of married women.

Indigenes dominate the sport with only approximately half
a dozen Europeans involved.
coaches and referees.

Europeans serve mainly as

Netball is the most indigenous con-

trolled women's sport in Lae (53:77).

Lae Netball Association seasons and Com~etitions
Information not included in the Table on the following page concerns the grand final game for the 1968 season.

Play erupted into fist fights among the players and

TABLE II
LAE NETBALL ASSOCIATION SEASONS AND COMPETITIONS
Public
Teams

Year
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spectators when a school team defeated a public team of
Papuan women.

Even though the school team won fairly, the

public team would not accept the final score.

In order to

divert a civil war there was no official champion team in

1968 (77).

National and International Competition
Even though netball is very popular in Lae the standard of skill does not compare favorably with that of other
centers of the country.

No Lae players have been selected

for Papua New Guinea teams over the past several years (77).
Nineteen sixty-nine was the year of the South
Pacific Games and two Lae teams were chosen to participate
in the Territory Championships in Port Moresby.

However, the

plane which the netball association had chartered was claimed by another sport association and it was impossible for
the Lae teams to get to Port Moresby,

Therefore the Papua

New Guinea team was chosen mainly from Port Moresby players.
Six teams were originally slated for the South Pacific Games
competition but by the time the South Pacific Games were to
be held only the Papua New Guinea and British Solomon Islands Protectorate teams remained on the list of competitors
so netball was dropped from Games competition.

The other

teams had withdrawn and the Games Committee would not allow
only two teams to compete (18;77).

LAE SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION

Origin
Organization of the Lae Softball Association was
started by four European women softball players in 1962.
(See Table III),

During that first year two public teams

and four school teams played.

It is not known who were the

first officers but Maureen Collins has been president of the
association since 1965.

It appears that the work of the

association has been carried on primarily by a few interested European players (59;60).

Structure
Each year at a general meeting of the association a
president, vice president, secretary and treasurer are
elected.

Business of the association is officially carried

out by the officers and one representative from each association team.

Games and Conditions of Play
Most association games are played at the Niall Reserve, a public park and sports field in Lae.

One diamond

at the Niall Reserve near the Rosenfeld Courts was available
until the 1968-69 season when the diamond at Balob Teachers
College was brought into use for association games, to eliminate the necessity of the Sete, Balob and Busu teams in
that area from finding transportation into Lae,

In 1969-70,

the Softball Association was able to obtain the use of the
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entire Niall Reserve and four diamonds were put into operation (60).

Lae Softball Association seasons and Competition
Table III gives a summary of school and public teams
that have participated in Lae Softball Association competition.

(The names of some teams are not listed because the

writer was unable to obtain a complete list.)

The results

of local international competitions are also shown.
In 1968, neither the executive committee nor the
coaches of the teams took any steps to get the competition
underway.

It was only through the efforts of a new-comer

to Lae softball, Peter Barlow, that the association finally
took action.

Peter Barlow forced the association to act by

getting a number of Europeans new to softball in Lae interested and by arranging a meeting of representatives from all
the teams.

Mr. Barlow knew very little about softball and

his interest in the sport at that time was to keep women
hockey players involved in sports the year around.

The

hockey season had finished which in Australia means that it
was time for the softball season.
Play finally got underway on October 12 at the Balob
and Niall Reserve diamonds.

The Magpies and Blue Jays, pub-

lic teams, were made up mainly of European women, and Setes
were predominately indigenous English school graduates.

St.

Mary's, a Catholic mission in Lae, sponsored a team of mission employees and elementary school girls, none of whom

TABLE III
LAE SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION SEASONS AND COMPETITIONS
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knew how to play the game,

The Fireball team was sponsored

by an Australian elementary school in Lae and consisted of
European girls who were even less skilled than the St. Mary's
players (60;70).
Halfway through the season Busu I, Busu 2 and Balob
teams were tied for first place with four wins and one loss
each.

Setes, Blue Jays and Magpies were each two points

behind the leading teams.
teams stood in this orders

A month later, in December, the
Busu 1, Busu 2, Balob, Angau II,

Angau I, Blue Jays and Magpies tied, Setes, St. Mary's and
Fireballs.

Balob had acquired 214 runs in nine games to

lead the teams in the number of runs scored (40).
In December, the school year ended and the school
teams disbanded for the holidays but the public teams continued to play during December and January.

When school

started again in February most of the schools had to begin
playing association games with new players and little practice.
The finals were played at the end of February and
the championship was played off between Busu 1 and Busu 2.
Bruce McAuther, teacher at Busu High School, coached both
teams (43160).

National and International Competition
Until 1969 selection of the the teams to represent
Lae was either made by the president alone or by the president working with other Europeans on the unofficial execu-
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tive committee.

In 1969 coaches of the various teams were

requested to select players from the teams they coached and
these lists were used to select the Lae teams for the Territory Championships.
Only information on national and international competitions which occurred in 1965, 1967 and 1969 was available for this study (73).

In 1965, the association spon-

sored a team that traveled to Australia to play a number of
Australian teams in Queensland.

Membership on the team was

determined mainly by players' ability to pay the expenses of
the trip.

Lae sent a team to Goroka, in the Highlands, in

1967 for a weekend of games with the Goroka team.

The cost

of the trip was paid by the association (73).
Lae hosted the Softball Territory Championships over
the Easter weekend, April 4-6 in 1969.

Four teams were in-

volved in the competition which was played at the Niall Reserve.

Lae had two teams: Port Moresby and Goroka each had

one team.

Madang and Rabaul teams were also invited but

could not raise the necessary money for the trip.

Each team

played three games on Saturday and three games on Sunday.
The Lae A team was undefeated and became the Territory Champions.

The Port Moresby team was second with three wins.

Goroka won two games and the Lae B team won one game (48;72).
There were only four European women players on all of the
teams participating but all coaches and umpires were European men or women.
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During the 1969 Championships a meeting of the Papua
and New Guinea Softball Federation was held in Lae.
stitution was accepted and officers elected.

A con-

All officers

were from Port Moresby because the South Pacific Games were
to be held in Port Moresby that year.

A major part of the

meeting was a discussion of how the Federation was to meet
the request of the South Pacific Games Committee for money
required to support the softball competition at the South
Pacific Games.

It was decided that associations would be

assessed a certain amount according to the number of players
each had on the South Pacific Games team.

A weekend in June

was agreed upon as the occasion for selecting the final team
for the South Pacific Games.

A tentative selection of the

team was made by coaches during the Lae Championships (72).
In June, Lae and Goroka sent players to Port Moresby
for the final selection of the Papua New Guinea Games team.
Most of the players were selected from the Port Moresby team
partly based on skill displayed but also because it was necessary to consider the fact that the coach lived in Port Moresby and that it was more convenient to have the bulk of the
players located in one place for practices (75).
Four players were chosen from Lae to play on the
Papua New Guinea Softball South Pacific Games team.

Bubu

Asagun, who had played on Busu, Balob and Magpies teams and
was teaching at a Kaiapit elementary school, was chosen as
left fielder,

Maxine James, a nursing student at Angau

Memorial Hospital was to play short stop and serve as a
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utility player,

Haliday, a student at Busu High School,

was the catcher,

Kissi, also of Busu, served as a substi-

tute (19).
The South Pacific Games were held in Port Moresby
in August.

It was the first time that softball was included

in the Games,

Umpires had to imported from Australia,

Guam, Nauru, American Samoa and Papua New Guinea were the
island groups represented by softball teams,

Guam won the

gold medal, Nauru the silver, and American Samoa the bronze.
The Papua New Guinea team did not win a game (25).
LAE HOCKEY ASSOCIATION

Origin
The Lae Hockey Association was started in 1968,
mainly through the efforts of Peter Barlow.

(See Table IV).

Mr, Barlow had played hockey in Port Moresby for a number of
years.

When the company Barlow worked for moved him to Lae

and he found no hockey association, he proceeded to organize
one,

Barlow first gathered a group of European men and wo-

men in Lae who had previously played the game in Australia
or were interested in playing; then a canvas of the high
schools and colleges was made to see if schools would sponsor teams.

Some schools showed an interest even though at

the time none of the students knew how to play hockey.
Barlow agreed to coach Angau and Balob women's teams as
neither school had faculty able to do the coaching.

Since

that time hockey has quickly been picked up by indigenes
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attending English schools.

In Lae, English school students

make up the majority of the hockey players.

Lae hockey

competition first began with six men's teams and five women's teams (69).

structure
This association, as with basketball, is a combination of men and women players although there are separate
divisions for men's and women's games.

Association leader-

ship is controlled by Europeans but attempts have been made
to involve indigenes more than within the basketball association.

In 1969 the association trained referees, many of

whom were indigenes (59;69).

Games and Conditions of Play
In 1968 all the public sport fields were being used
by other sports so there was some difficulty in locating
suitable fields.

The women finally obtained the use of St.

Mary's elementary school soccer field near the Niall Reserve
but it was a rough field for hockey.

The Niall Reserve pro-

vided the best fields which were at that time being used for
Australian Rules football, baseball and cricket games.

In

1969 the association was able to use the Niall Reserve which
was the only suitable hockey field in Lae.

Two fields were

put into use there (31;69).

Lae Hockey Association Seasons and Competition
Besides the information included on Table IV, the

TABLE IV
LAE HOCKEY ASSOCIATION SEASONS AND COMPETITION
Length No. of No. of Winner
No. of
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No. of
of
School Public Of Lae
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pionships
and Place
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and Place
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researcher obtained information on Lae Association championships that were held in August, 1968.

Tigers lost to an

Angau team in the finals in overtime.

Tigers were the only

team to start the season with experienced players but the
team did not practice as regularly as the school teams,
players were older and less physically fit than school
players and the Tigers only once fielded a full team.

Most

of the Tiger games, including the final, were played with
only seven players which were required by association rules.
Busu defeated Angau in the grand final and finished the
first season without losing a game (35).

National Competition
The Territory Championships of 1968 were held in
Port Moresby over the Easter weekend.

Lae and Port Moresby

were the only competitors and Lae did not win any games.
Lae and Port Moresby teams played again in June with the
same result (33).
In 1969 Territory Championships were held in Rabaul
in June with only Lae and Rabaul participating.

The Lae

team was coached by Sue Johnson, a teacher at Lae High
School, and managed by Marie Smith, from the Angau school of
nursing.

The players werea

Julianer John, Enny Ferea, Yaom

Yamandy and Sias Teng of the Balob team; Maria Maupua,
Tiaptia Edoni, Maria Lariuta of the Ramblers team; Anna
Kokia, Rose Gumi, Susan Haroe of the Angau team; Geotauo
Stressel, Priscilla Suamo, Margaret Kabuni, Roslyn Baia of

the Lae Technical College team.

Players were picked for

skill and the ability to pay the plane fare.

Rabaul won the

championships (54).
Lae Hockey Association players have not been active
in any international competitions.

An attempt was made to

include hockey in the South Pacific Games but the request
was presented to the Games Committee too late and little
interest was shown in the sport by other island competitors.
SUMMARY
Basketball. netball, softball and field hockey are
the four sports played competitively by women in Lae.
sport is governed by its own association.

Each

Players pay regis-

tration fees to the associations and the associations arrange for courts or fields, draws, referees and some equipment in addition to travel expenses for Lae teams to
national championships.
Lae Amateur Basketball Association organized competitive basketball games in Lae in the l950's.

Lae women's

teams have played in Territory Championships at least since
1963 and Lae women basketball players played on the Papua
New Guinea South Pacific Games teams in 1963, 1966 and 1969.
Netball is Australian women's basketball.

Lae Net-

ball Association is almost exclusively made up of indigenous
women in public and school teams.
Competitive softball was first played in Lae in
1962.

The association has sponsored teams or players for
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three national and/or international competitions since 1965.
In Lae competition Busu High School teams have won the championships consistently.
Lae Hockey Association was first organized in 1968
mostly through the work of Peter Barlow.

The majority of

players are indigenes from the English schools.

Hockey is

virtually a product of a few interested Australians and the
English schools.

CHAPTER VI
WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE TEAM SPORTS IN THE SCHOOLS
This chapter discusses the five schools in Lae that
offer organized competition for womens

Lae Technical Col-

lege, Balob Teachers College, Busu High School, Lae High
School and Bumayong High School.

These schools sponsor many

of the teams in sport association competitions and many of
the players on public teams are former English school students.

Factors are discussed which influence school team

participation in competitive basketball, netball, softball
and hockey such as school sport policies as well as social
and cultural mores.
LAE TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Lae Technical College is financed and staffed by the
Education Department of the National Government,
lege is a trade school,

The col-

High school courses, training in

construction trades, office skills and other trades are
offered at the college.

The enrollment in 1970 was slightly

more than 300 which was a large student body for this level
of education by Territory standards (see Table V).
The college is located in Lae within a few blocks
of the Rosenfeld Basketball Courts.
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Lae Technical College

TABLE V
THE NUMBER OF GIRLS ENROLLED AND THE NUMBER OF GIRLS' SPORT
ASSOCIATION TEAMS SPONSORED BY EACH SCHOOL
Lae
Technical

Year I CollftirfL~

I

Balob
Teachers
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No. of INo. of
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Association
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1963 No reply
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1968
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34
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0
3
4
5
7
9
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I
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94
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168

_J~__S~~i~-- B~mng

No. of
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2?
2?
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5
8
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11

1

No. of
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___ T

0
1
2
2
2

30?
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74

0
1
2
3
3

*First year girls attended
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has supported a number of teams for many years in a variety
of sport associations.

It probably has the longest history

of any school in Lae as a continuous sponsor of a women's
basketball team.

A women's basketball team has been spon-

sored by the college at least since 1964.

Softball teams

participated regularly until the 1968-69 season when the
college began to limit the number of teams it sponsored
because the principal felt the students spent too much time
on sports.

A hockey team joined the Lae Hockey competition

in 1969 and in 1970 the team was the top team in the Lae
women's hockey (59).
BALOB TEACHERS COLLEGE
Balob Teachers College was established in 1965 as a
co-educational college of the Lutheran churches and missions
of the Territory.

Lutheran churches involved are the Evan-

gelical Lutheran Church of New Guinea, Sissi and Menyamya
Congregations and the Wabag Lutheran Church.

The missions

that support Balob Teachers College are Lutheran Mission
New Guinea, New Guinea Lutheran Mission and the Australian
Lutheran Mission.
In July of 1970, Balob became a government school.
Presently there are over 200 students;

86 are women.

Stu-

dents come from all parts of the Territory, some Papuan
districts and have a number of different religious backgrounds.

The college is located two miles outside of Lae.
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Nineteen women attended Balob Teachers College during its first year of operation and no teams were sponsored
in association competitions in Lae.

During 1966 two soft-

ball teams and a basketball team played in association competition.

The number of teams in Lae associations has in-

creased as the number of women enrolled in the college has
increased.

Balob sponsored eight women's teams in competi-

tive sports in Lae during 1970, which included two teams in
each team sport (59;68;77).
The Balob administration has always shown a favorable attitude toward sports in general and participation of
women in competitive sports.

Since the college has Aus-

tralian oriented leadership, one would expect such support
because sports for women are a generally acceptable social
activity among Australians.

The administration has imposed

the following restrictions or directives for all sports
participants on teams which the college sponsors,
1.

Students on sports teams must show good sportsmanship and be good representatives of the
college.

2.

Players must be on time for games.

3.

Balob students are not to participate in raffles.

4.

The college will not sponsor teams that play
competitive sports regularly on Sundays.

In 1968, Balob built an outdoor cement basketball court of
maximum regulation dimensions.
court in Lae.

It is the best dry weather

The court was built by volunteer student
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labor and is used by both the men's and women's basketball
teams for practice and is also available for recreational
play.

Other women's sport fields include several softball

diamonds and a netball court.

None of the Balob sports

fields have been made suitable for hockey so the Balob
women hockey teams hold practices at association fields in
Lae.
A Sports Committee is part of the student government; it consists of student representatives from each of
the sports and faculty Sports Directors.

The college sup-

plies the committee with a sum of money each year and the
committee decides how much will be allocated for each sport.
The budget is almost exclusively for the support of teams
that are members of sports associations in Lae.
Nearly all women at Balob are involved in competitive sports in Lae even though participation in competitive
sports is strictly on a volunteer basis.

Some reasons for

the high percentage of women involved in sports area
l.

The women enjoy belonging to teams and participating because they enjoy the physical activity and
the social contacts that are a part of sports and
competition.

2.

Participation in competitive sports is not only
socially acceptable but also carries some status.

3.

The possibility of being chosen to compete in
national and international competitions is highly
motivating.
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4.

Nearly all indigenous women are able quickly to acquire enough skill in most sports to make participation in sports enjoyable.

5.

Balob has had continuous enthusiastic faculty
leadership in women's competitive sports.

The only deterrents to participation in sports at Balob are
finding time to devote to sports and conflicts between
practice teaching assignments and association games (77).
In addition to association sport competition, Balob
has participated in numerous other sports events.

Each year

the college holds a co-educational intramural track and
field sports day in which the entire student body is divided
into teams that compete with each other.

Once a year a

weekend is devoted to track and field, netball, volleyball
and softball competition and debates with Bumayong High
School and Martin Luther Seminary.

Balob has also partici-

pated in intercollegiate competition, which includes annual
sports and debate competitions of three or four days duration for all teachers colleges of Papua New Guinea.

Balob

hosted the first Intercollegiate competition in 1968 in
which the women of Balob placed second and in 1969 the Balob
women won the women's division.
was held in Port Moresby.

The 1970 Intercollegiate

Expense required to transport a

team to Port Moresby eliminated Balob from the competition.
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BUSU HIGH SCHOOL
Busu High School began operation in the early 1960 1 s
as a government girl's primary school (59).
came a co-educational high school.

In 1968, it be-

It now has a student

body of over 300 of whom 168 are girls (59).

The school

started as a boarding school but now has both boarding and
day students.

Busu has very strict rules regarding activi-

ties in which the girls may participate, as do most boarding
schools for girls in the Territory.

Parents look upon the

schools as substitute parents and hold them responsible for
student welfare during the school year.

Even so the number

of unwed mothers among English school girls has caused some
parents to keep girls out of English schools or not to allow
them to continue beyond the elementary school level.

In

view of this, Busu allows the boarding girls to leave the
campus only during the day on weekends and then only in
groups to predetermined destinations.

Any other activity off

the campus must be school sponsored (63).
A small basketball-netball court and sports field
are part of the campus.

The court is a lawn, mud-mire that

has never been leveled.

Track, hockey and softball share the

use of a small sports field.
Busu is located outside of Lae near Balob Teachers
College.

Its location and lack of transportation have been

difficulties in sponsoring basketball teams for competition
in Lae since the basketball games are played at night.
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Other sports are played on Saturday afternoons and the girls
are able to walk to the games (63).

Busu had a basketball

team in association competition during 1968 and 1969.

The

team was never defeated and in 1969 three Busu players
played on the Lae team.

During the Territory Championships

in Port Moresby in 1969, one of the girls became involved
with a married European man which led school authorities to
prohibit participation in association basketball for women,
Two players were selected for the Papua New Guinea team for
the South Pacific Games but the school did not allow them
to participate.

In 1970, Busu sponsored eleven women's

teams in sport associations (59;63),
During 1967 and 1968 Busu had four netball teams
each year in competition in Lae.

Five teams from Busu

played in the 1969 and 1970 netball association games.

At

Busu participation in netball is required even though it is
not a part of the formal curriculum of the school (53;59).
Busu has had softball teams of high caliber in Lae
softball competition since 1963 which have regularly been
Lae champions,

During the 1969-70 softball season Busu had

one team in Lae hockey competition; in 1969 this number was
increased to three teams and in 1970 there were two Busu
teams involved (59;70).
Busu is the only school that requires girls to participate in competitive sports.

Perhaps this has something

to do with the fact that Busu teams win most of the championships in Lae association competitions.
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No sports records have been kept at Busu and faculty
members formerly involved in sports have moved either to
other schools or Australia.

The information acquired about

Busu sports has come from previous or present Balob staff

(59;60;77).
LAE HIGH SCHOOL
Lae High School was opened in 1966 to offer a local
education to children of Australian Lae residents.

It fol-

lows an Australian curriculum, not a Papua New Guinea curriculum, and is only for English speaking students.

Most of

the student body is European but some mixed race and indigenous students also attend the school (59).
The sports program consists almost entirely of required physical education classes.

School sponsored teams

that compete in Lae sport associations depend mostly on
interested faculty members who are willing to go beyond
regular duties to organize and coach a team.

When the

school does not sponsor a team, interested girls sometimes
join a town or public team,

The school is entirely a day

school and this may be one factor affecting the amount of
attention paid to organizing sport teams.

The students

generally have more money and a wider range of activities
open to them than boarding school indigenous students and
they are not usually as skilled in sports as the indigenes

(59).
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Lae High School sponsored a women's basketball team
in 1967 and 1968.

The teams were poorly organized and did

not do well in Lae competition (59).

No teams from Lae High

School have competed in the Lae Netball Association.

The

school has sponsored one hockey team in hockey association
competition each year since 1968 (59).
BUMAYONG HIGH SCHOOL
Bumayong is located about ten miles from Lae.
perhaps the oldest English school in the Lae area.

It is

The

school began as a boys' elementary boarding school in 1951.
At one time it also served as a teachers college but for a
number of years it has been a high school and in 1966 it
became co-educational.

Until July, 1970, Bumayong was a

Lutheran school; however, now it is non-denominational.
Bumayong has a large sports field, volleyball court, track,
basketball court and netball courts (59).
Administration and faculty attitudes at Bumayong
High School toward sports have always been enthusiastic,
Bumayong has continuously sponsored teams in Lae sport associations,

The school also has an intramural program and

participates in sports days.

Because of the school's dis-

tance from Lae, limited transportation and the expense of
transportation of teams to and from games in Lae, it has
been necessary for the school to limit students to membership in one association team only.

For this reason Bumayong

has never had softball or hockey teams in association com-
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petition in Lae (59).
In 1966, the first year girls attended Bumayong,
there were fifteen girls at the school and a netball team
participated in the High School Carnival competition.

The

High School Carnival is a week of competition between high
schools of the Territory.

It includes contests in individ-

ual and team sports as well as drama, speech and debate.
In 1967, Bumayong had one netball team in association competition and since that time there have been two teams each
year.

A basketball team joined association competition for

the first time in 1969 (59).
Most girls who attend Bumayong have not had the
opportunities to learn sports in elementary school.

Ordi-

narily there are few girls in school with most classes of
thirty students having an average of six girls,

Educational

opportunities in the Territory are limited and the general
feeling is that it is more important to educate boys and
many parents are afraid to have girls leave home to go to
school for the reasons already discussed in the section on
Busu High School (59).
Another factor at Bumayong affecting the number of
girls' teams in association competition is the strong male
tradition since it was an all male school for fourteen years.
The boys at the school protest whenever it seems that girls
are encroaching on male privileges, and one valuable privilege is playing on association teams.

To keep peace within

the student body it has been necessary for Bumayong to have
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a strict balance in number of teams allowed in proportion to
the male and female enrollment at the school (59),
SUMMARY
Lae area schools sponsor many of the teams that play
in association competition and sport associations provide
the main source of competitive sports for the schools.
Other competitive sports that involve school teams are
sports days, the High School Carnival and the Intercollegiate which are all annual events,
All the schools except Lae High School are boarding
schools for indigenes,

Boarding schools encourage partici-

pation in competitive sports as a leisure time activity,
Busu High School is the only school that requires participation in competitive sports,
Lae Technical College has an enrollment of more than
JOO in vocational training courses,

The college has spon-

sored basketball, softball and hockey teams in association
competition,
Balob Teachers College was established in 1965 and
has sponsored teams in association competition since 1966.
Over 200 students attended the college in 1970 which included 86 women.

The administration and faculty of the

college have always shown a favorable attitude toward participation of women in competitive sports.

A Sports Commit-

tee of the student government is supplied with funds from
the college which is used mainly for the support of teams
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that belong to associations.

The college has sponsored teams

in all team sport competition.
Busu High School is co-educational and has an enrollment of 300 students of whom 168 are girls.

Busu has strict

rules for the girls and seldom allows them off the school
campus except for school activities or sports.

The school

is located outside of Lae and the girls must walk to the
games so Busu has sponsored mostly teams that play association games on Saturday afternoons.

Teams from Busu have

always placed among the top teams in association competition
and have often won Lae championships.

The school has spon-

sored teams in all sport associations.
Lae High School follows an Australian curriculum and
limits its students to those who speak English as a first
language.

Most of the students are Europeans.

The sports

program is almost entirely limited to physical education
classes though association teams have been sponsored at different times since the school started in 1966.
Bumayong High School is a co-educational high school
about ten miles from Lae.

Because of the school's distance

from Lae the number of association teams has been limited.
Bumayong has sponsored netball and basketball teams.

CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION OF THE DATA
Cultural mores appear to permeate all factors that
affect participation in sports.

How a person will spend

leisure time, money and effort is determined by what he believes which is from what culture evolves.

This chapter is

a discussion of the patterns which have evolved from the
data, including discussion of the characteristics of cultures
in Lae that have influenced participation of women in team
sports.
Few records on women's team sports in Lae were kept
so much of the information has been lost.

This fact and the

few years that team sports have been played by women in Lae
limit what can honestly and intelligently be suggested as
patterns in women's team sports.

To suggest too much from

the limited data would be misleading.

Therefore, the writer

has chosen to restrict the discussion to those items most
inclusively documented in this paper.
ORIGIN OF TEAM SPORTS IN LAE

Lack of Indigenous Team Sports
Team sports did not exist in New Guinea before European sports were introduced.

The writer suggests that the

lack of indigenous team sports was due to three factors of
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indigenous life:

the importance of clan unity, time and

energy required simply to maintain life, and tribal wars.
Clan unity or won-tokism involves the individual's
responsibility and loyalty to the clan while maintaining
enmity to other clans.

Before European government, culture

and religions began superimposing a new system into the indigenous life style, clan unity was considered to be of
paramount importance to survival.

Perhaps the necessity for

closeness is one factor that did not allow competitive
sports to develop within the clan.

Competitiveness and the

aggressiveness that accompany sport might have been in conflict with the necessity of the clan to function in unity.
Any sort of rivalry among clan members was dangerous to the
clan and sports involve rivalry.
New Guineans over the centuries managed to adapt
very well to living off the land but it was not an easy
life.

Survival occupied nearly all time and energy of the

indigenes before Europeans brought a higher standard of
living to the country.

Therefore it would seem unnatural

for them to have taken time from providing the life essentials to engage in sports.
Tribal wars were a normal and frequent part of life
before the European government brought courts of law as a
somewhat more peaceful means of settling disputes.
required continual vigilance and labor.

Defense

It is possible that

the amount of time required for preparation and participation in wars did not leave the people with the leisure time
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required to engage in and develop sports.

European Influence
After World War II, rebuilding occupied the minds and
energies of Europeans and indigenes for several years which
is probably one reason why competitive sports were not organized until the late 1950's and 1960's.

Roads from Lae were

extended into the interior of the island and Lae became important as an economic and government center of the Territory.
This brought an influx of Europeans to the area as employees
of business and government.

Of course, most of the Europeans

were Australian and they naturally brought with them Australian customs which appear to include an appreciation for
sports.

Australian Lae residents interested in sports or-

ganized sport associations, provided the leadership of
skilled participants and encouraged indigenes to engage in
sports.
Australians enjoy outdoor living and physical activities.

The Australians attach no disgrace to women who par-

ticipate in sports.
sports.

It is not shameful or juvenile to play

Participation in sports is considered a worthwhile

pursuit both physically and socially.

Sports are an ac-

ceptable, inexpensive form of entertainment.

With a nucleus

of interested Australian participants and cooperation from
the English schools which employ many Australian teachers,
sport associations found fertile ground on which to grow
in Lae.

All sports competitions were started by Europeans
in the Lae area.
European men,

Basketball was started in 1959 by three

Four European women organized a softball

association in 1962.

Netball probably was first organized

by an Australian teacher.

Hockey was organized into an

association in 1968 by Peter Barlow, an Australian.

Popularity of Sports Among women Indigenes
Indigenes give those with physical skills in sports
and other activities a place of status because physical
skills have always been necessary in their way of life,
This attitude made sports introduced by Europeans more easily acceptable to indigenes.
New Guineans not only value the physical activity of
sports but find sports a handy vehicle for contact and interaction with other people which is a prime form of entertainment.

Social acceptance and encouragement of participation

in sports provides the atmosphere of popularity that surrounds sports in Lae.
Indigenous women appear to enjoy participation in
team sports even more than European women.

This may be due

in part at least to the indigenes' well developed sense of
belonging to a group.

Being a part of a group and engaging

in group pursuits is undoubtedly a very natural situation
for indigenes; more natural than action on an individual
basis.

Some of the feeling of won-tokism is transferred to

the school the student attends and may also be transferred
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to teams to which the student belongs.

Belonging to a group,

clan or team involves and is important to the individual's
identity.

It helps make team sports more desirable because

through team sports the need for group identity can be met.
ENGLISH SCHOOL INVOLVEMENT
Boarding

Schools
Team sports were introduced mainly in the English

schools, especially in the boarding schools where students
are encouraged to participate in sports during leisure time.
All the high schools and colleges that girls attend in Lae
are boarding schools except Lae High School.

Schools spon-

sor teams in association competition and provide facilities,
equipment and coaching,

In boarding schools it is easy to

arrange and require attendance at practice sessions,

Stu-

dents are not often allowed to leave the school campus freely
in most schools, especially girls, but participation in
sports is an accepted avenue of off campus activity.

Nearly

all students appear to enjoy participating in competitive
sports and welcome the opportunity.

Increased School Enrollment
The number of school sponsored teams in association
competition increased in direct relation to the increasing
number of girls enrolled in English schools.

In 1966 bas-

ketball competition had two school teams but by 1970 there
were seven school sponsored teams.

Softball had four school
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teams in 1962 and nine teams by 1968.

Hockey started com-

petition in 1968 with four school teams and added three more
teams in 1969.

Since most of the players on public teams

first learned and played the sports on English school teams
it would seem that the English school has been a major factor in increased participation in sport association.
According to the school reports available for this
study from the four schools that replied to the form letters,
there were 113 girls enrolled in all the schools in 1965.
By 1970 there were 419 girls enrolled.

The number of assoc-

iation teams sponsored by the schools had increased from two
in 1965 to twenty-five in 1970,

The over-all effect has

been that the number of teams involved in competitive sports
has increased rather rapidly over the past few years because
of the English schools' encouragement of students to participate in sports and the increased enrollment of girls in
these schools.

School and Public Xgam Participation
A comparison of the numbers of school and public
teams involved in Lae competition over the past few years
reveals an impressive increase in the number of school teams
involved.

Basketball had two school teams and six public

teams involved during the 1966 seasons.
seven school teams and four public teams.

By 1970 there were
In 1962 the soft-

ball association had four school teams and two public teams.
During the 1968-69 season there were nine school teams and
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three public teams.

Hockey, in 1968, involved four school

teams and one public team and by 1969 there were seven school
teams and two public teams.

Considering all the sports, the

number of public teams in competitive sports in Lae has remained fairly static while the number of school sponsored
teams involved has more than doubled.
POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS
New Guinea is expected to gain political independence within the next few years.

The social-economic

climate that this step produces will have a significant
effect on sports.

Probably fewer Europeans will be involved

and there will possibly be lower economic standards for a
time at least, depending on how much foreign aid the country
obtains.

Europeans will have fewer positions of leadership

in sport associations, if any, as there will be fewer Europeans working in New Guinea and the indigenes are anxious to
be in positions of leadership.

Indigenous influence will

become more forceful and sport associations will be more
attuned to the New Guinean cultural dictates which will
probably mean less rigid adherence to rules and regulations
for games and facilities because indigenes are generally less
concerned than Europeans about such things.

It may also mean

men will be more prominent in national competition in basketball and hockey than women because with less money indigenous
men probably will obtain use of most of the association funds.
Team sports will probably continue to be popular because
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indigenes enjoy sports.

suw~IARY
Indigenes did not play sports before Europeans
brought them to New Guinea because they were occupied with
survival, tribal wars and bound by won-tokism.

Won-tokism

probably did not allow for competitiveness and rivalry
among clan members that sports would have involved.

Tribal

wars and the tremendous amount of work required simply to
supply the necessities to sustain life did not leave the
people time to engage in sports.
Australian influence in Lae became more pronounced
after World War II when Lae became an important business and
government center of the Territory.

The Australian attitude

toward participation in sport is that sports are an enjoyable, worthwhile (physically and socially) activity.

All

of the sport associations were started by Europeans, most of
whom were Australian.
Team sports appear to be most popular among the
indigenous women.

Perhaps team sports appeal to them in part

at least because of their well developed sense of group membership.

Being a member of a team may fill a need for group

identity.
Sports were introduced to the indigenes mainly in
the English schools.

Most English schools are boarding

schools and students are encouraged to participate in sports
during leisure time.

Schools provide facilities, equipment
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and coaching in sports and act as sponsors for school teams
in association competition.
The number of girls enrolled in the English schools
has increased rapidly over the past few years.

Four schools

in Lae had 113 girls enrolled in 1965 and in 1970 the same
schools reported an enrollment of 419 girls.

In 1965 two

school teams participated in association competition but in
1970 twenty-five school teams were involved.
Comparison of the number of school and public teams
in competitive sports revealed that there are more than
twice as many school teams involved in sports than there
were in the early 1960's.

The number of public teams has

remained about the same over that span of time.
The fact that Papua New Guinea expects to gain
political independence within the next few years will
probably have some effect on competitive sports in Lae.
may mean that fewer Europeans will be involved and less
money available for association finances.

It

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY
Sport and culture are tied together and it is not
possible to get a complete picture of either without consideration of both.

The purpose of the study was to add

another facet to the history of sports for women and to perhaps contribute to a greater understanding of the connection
between sport and culture,

In order to accomplish this it

was necessary to gather the available information concerning competitive team sports for women in Lae, to identify
the patterns which the data revealed and to discuss the implications in relationship to the culture,
The procedure used included investigation of background information of the cultures of New Guinea,

Related

literature and observations of the researcher over a period
of years in New Guinea were the major sources of this information.

Additional information on the history of Lae was

obtained by letter from Dr, J, Kuder and Mrs, Helbig, long
time residents of Lae, Mr, Seale, Morobe District Commissioner, and articles in the New Guinea Post Courier and the
New Guinea Times Courier.

Data specifically related to

women's sports was collected through a form letter sent to
the English schools that sponsor association teams and a
100
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second form letter sent to sport associations.

Major Aspects of Culture of the Territory of New Guineg1
Chapter II was devoted to a description of indigenous culture in the Territory.

It was pointed out that won-

tokism or clan membership permeates all phases of life.
Land ownership and working the land is basically communal
and directed by clan leaders.

Won-toks live in village

groups and social and economic activities are regulated by
clan membership.

Indigenous education of children is a clan

responsibility and consists of learning by rote games that
imitate the work of adults.

Adult sports were unknown un-

less some tribal wars and certain head hunting expeditions
could be designated as sports.

Within a clan, competition

is not encouraged and to defeat a clan member in a contest
is to cause shame which is rude and dangerous to clan unity.
Originally the indigenous people were animists and
worshipped their ancestors.

This spiritual world continues

to remain a powerful force in the lives of the people.
Spirits must be pleased and appeased,
Sorcery is also a part of indigenous religious life
and serves as an explanation for disease and may provide a
means for disposing of enemies or a cure for disease.

This

often adds to distrust between clans.
The cargo cult evolved from the original religious
beliefs and a desire for the same material goods the Europeans possessed.

The cult takes on many forms and practices.
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Cargo Cult followers credit the ancestors with ownership of
material goods.

They believe that when the ancestors attempt

to send the goods to the black people, the white people
intercept them.

Cargo Cults are attempts by indigenes to

gain possession of the material goods of the white man.

Historical Back~round of the Territory of New Guinea
Europeans began settling in New Guinea in the late
1800's.

The island was divided between the Netherlands,

Britain and Germany.

Europeans invaded New Guinea with the

aim of quickly and easily gathering fortunes, but found the
natives uncooperative if not ferocious and the island inhospitable to health or fortune making.
At the beginning of World War I Australia claimed
northeastern New Guinea from Germany and has since provided
the government of both Papua and the Territory of New Guinea.
Australia did not supply finances for aid until after World
War II so the development of the economy of the Territory
and education of the people knew little progress.

Only the

missions made attempts to educate the indigenous people.
Other Europeans in the Territory were strongly against education for the indigenous people and relegated the natives
to unskilled labor which consisted mainly of working on
European owned plantations.
After World War II Australia began to send financial
aid and trained personnel to Papua New Guinea,

Economic and

educational standards of the indigenous people have risen in
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accordance with the increased aid.

The people were origi-

nally subsistence farmers and now many are cash croppers.
Fifty per cent of the primary school age children receive
some education in the English schools and smaller numbers
are provided secondary education, technical training and
college education.

Schools are somewhat Australian in cur-

riculum and programing, and thus have had a Europeanizing
effect on the younger generation of indigenes,

Lae History and Culture
The tovm of Lae is located on the northeast coast
of the Territory of New Guinea.

In the 1930's the site was

selected by Guinea Airways for an airstrip to provide freight
transportation to the gold fields at Wau and Bulolo in the
highlands.

It was totally destroyed during World War II, but

when a road link with the highlands was completed in 1957
Lae began to emerge as the trade and shipping center of the
Territory.
Lae's residents are almost exclusively indigenous
people and Australians so the town has the flavor of a mixture of both cultures.

Both these peoples are active sports

participants and this is reflected in the wide variety of
competitive and recreational sports played in Lae.

Women's Competitive Team Sport Associations
Team sports played competitively by women in Lae are
basketball, netball, softball and hockey.

Each sport has

its own association organized by the players of the sport.
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Associations are fully supported by the players through
registration fees and other association sponsored activities.

Facilities and fields are provided by associations

and the town.

Annual national championships in each sport

are held and all sports, with the exception of netball, have
been consistently active in the championships.

Lae basket-

ball and softball players have played in international competitions.
Basketball has been played competitively by women
in Lae since 1959.

Through 1967 most of the women's teams

were public teams but by 1970 there were seven school teams
in addition to four public teams.

Players were mainly from

the English schools though there has always been a strong
European following of this sport.
Netball is Australian women's basketball.

The net-

ball association is made up almost exclusively of indigenous
women.

Competitive netball began in Lae in the early 196o•s.
Softball was organized into competitive association

games in Lae in 1962 by European women in Lae.
first year six teams participated.

During the

By the 1969-70 season

there were twenty-seven teams in the competition.
a Lae team won the Territory Championships.

In 1969,

Lae softball

players competed internationally in 1963 when a Lae team
played in Australia and in 1969 in the South Pacific Games.
Lae Hockey Association was organized in 1968.

The

sport quickly caught on at the schools and nearly all teams
were school sponsored teams.

In 1969, nine teams were in-
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volved in association competition in the women's division.
Lae women's hockey teams have competed in Territory Championships against Port Moresby and Rabaul teams, but have
not yet won a Territory Championship title.

Women's Competitive Sports in the Schools
The English schools in the Lae area that have sponsored women's teams in competitive sports are Lae Technical
College, Balob Teachers College, Busu High School, Lae High
School and Bumayong High School,

These schools, with the

exception of Lae High School, are English boarding schools
for indigenes.

Lae High School student body consists mainly

of children of Australian Lae residents.

All these schools

except Bumayong High School started in the 1960 1 s.

Bumayong

High School was established in 1951 and girls first attended
Bumayong in 1966.
Busu High School requires participation in sports
and the other indigenous schools encourage participation as
a leisure time activity.

The schools provide coaches and

finances for teams that participate in association competition in Lae,

Balob Teachers College and Busu High School

have sponsored teams in the four team sport associations.
Lae Technical College and Lae High School have sponsored
teams in all team sports except netball.

Bumayong High

School sponsored teams in netball and basketball.

This

school is limited in the number of teams it can sponsor by
its distance from Lae and the amount of transportation
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available for transporting teams to games.

Discussion of the Data
Team sports were unknown before Europeans taught
them to the indigenes.

Before European ways were super-

imposed on indigenous life the people were fully occupied
with clan unity, survival and tribal wars and did not have
time to develop sports.
After World War II Lae became an important center
of business and government for the Territory.
many Australians to the area.

This brought

Australians value partici-

pation in sports so they organized sport association and
encouraged indigenes to join in competitive sports.
The popularity of team sports among indigenous women
may be due to the indigenous sense of won-tokism which may
be extended to the teams on which a person plays.
sports may fill a need for group identity.

Team

Also, schools

encourage participation in team sports but do not offer
opportunities to play individual sports which are a bit too
expensive for indigenes.
English schools, most of which are boarding schools,
encourage students to participate in sports during leisure
time.

The schools provide facilities, equipment and coach-

ing in team sports and sponsor teams in association competition.
The number of girls enrolled in English schools has
increased from 113 in 1965 to 419 in 1970.

School teams in
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association competition have increased in direct relation to
the number of girls enrolled in English schools.
When the number of school and public teams involved
over the past several years was compared, it was found that
the number of public teams has remained about the same.

The

number of school teams involved has more than doubled.
Political independence is expected in the next few
years.

This will no doubt have cultural and economic

effects on competitive sports.

Probably fewer Europeans

will be involved which may mean that there will be less
association money so fewer teams will participate in national championships.

Less attention will probably by paid

to rules and organizational regulations in sports, but the
popularity of team sports will probably continue because
indigenes enjoy playing sports.
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FORM LETTER SENT TO LAE SPORT ASSOCIATIONS FOR
BASKETBALL, HOCKEY, NETBALL AND SOFTBALL
Marilyn Moore

As partial fulfillment of requirements for a masters degree I will be writing a research report on ''The
History of Organized Team Sports for Women in Lae." This
will necessitate the collection of all available data on
team sports that women play in Lae. Please answer the
questions and return these papers before the end of June.
1. How did ___________ get started in Lae?
2.

Who was instrumental in getting it started?

3.

Where was it first played?

4.

When did women first play it as a competitive sport? (In
Association arranged games.)

5.

What is the general attitude toward women playing competitive sports in Lae?

6.

Comment on the general progress of this sport in Lae.

7.

Do you foresee that the interest of women in this sport
will expand? Why or why not?

8.

How does the quality of skill of women participants in
Lae compare with that of women in other parts of the
Territory?

9.

Why do women play this sport in Lae?

Why?

10. Have any Lae women played this sport internationally?
If so, explain where, when and the Territory team's
standing in the competition.

Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.

The following information for each year:
Number of Teams Total Number
of
Year That Participated
Participants
Public
School

Lae Championship
Territory Champion
Number of
ships Participated
European
Results•
in
ParticiResults?
pants
Mid-season End of season Where?
1,
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
1,

1,

2.

2.

1.

2.

1.

1,

1.

2.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1,
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

1.

2.

1.
2.
1.
2,
1.

2.
1,
2.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

I-'
I-'

w
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FORM LETTER SENT TO THE ENGLISH SCHOOLS
THAT SPONSOR ASSOCIATION TEAMS
Marilyn Moore

As partial fulfillment of requirements for a masters degree I will be writing a research report on "The
History of Organized Team Sports for Women in Lae." This
will necessitate the collection of all available data on
team sports that women play in Lae.
I would appreciate it if you would supply me with
the following information, before the end of June please,
(For the purposes of this study competition will
refer to participation in games run by the sporting associations in Lae.)

1,

The first year that your school was in operation____ •

2.

The first year that girls attended your school_____ •

3.

Does your school require all girls to participate in a
sporting activity?

4,

If you don't have teams in competition in Lae, please
explain why.

Please Note: Personally Identifiable Information was redacted due to privacy concerns.

(Four copies of this form (one for each sport)
were sent to each school.)
SCHOOL,_ _ _ _ _ __
SPORT_ _ _ _ _ __
Year Total No. Majority knew Played in
of Girls how to play it Association
in School before coming Competition
to your school
in Lae
Yes

No

Yes

No

An after
No. of teams
your school
school
has in associa- activity
tion competition in Lae
Yes

No

School
requires
participation in
this sport
Yes

No

Participated in
High Sch.
Carnival/
Intercollegiate
Yes
No

,_,,_,
V\

